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Abstract 
Australia and Canada have experienced a growth in far-right extremist activity, from organised hate 

rallies in urban centres to a growing presence on social media platforms such as Facebook. A 

common sentiment shared across these movements using social media is the need to defend national 

and Western identity and culture from what adherents argue are the threat of unchecked immigration, 

liberal government and the proliferation of Islam. Recent studies have described this ideological 

narrative within the European and North American context. Little is known, however, about how this 

is being experienced in the Australian context and how the Australian experience compares to the 

Canadian far-right extremist movement. This research will conduct a cross-national comparative 

survey of the online activity and thematic content of the Australian and Canadian far-right extremist 

movements on Facebook. Any thematic content that emerges from the findings will be interpreted 

using Social Mobilisation Theory. This conceptual framework seeks to identify some of the ways 

Australian and Canadian far-right extremist groups mobilise on the social media platform Facebook. 

This research demonstrates empirically that Australian and Canadian far-right extremist groups share 

ideological and behavioural commonalities and differences in online activity, thematic content, and 

in their use of passive and active online behaviour in the form of platform-based symbolic gestures 

of emotional sentiment. Understanding these similarities and differences in online behaviour 

provides insight on how far-right groups in these countries evolve online, mobilise on social media, 

and how best to counter them.  

 

Key words: Far-right extremism; Australia; Canada; Facebook; Social Mobilisation Theory; online 

behaviour 
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Chapter One - Introduction: Far-right Extremism  
 

Introduction 

Australia and Canada host a range of far-right extremist (FRE) groups who’s group identities are 

represented online using internet technologies. As two nations who share similar social, cultural, 

political, and economic contexts, Canada and Australia have experienced a similar growth in FRE. 

This varies from organised rallies in city centres featuring international political entrepreneurs, a 

growing presence on social media platforms, and to developing innovative behavioural traits 

(Hutchinson, 2019b; Boutilier, 2018). In both countries, newly formed FRE groups have employed 

internet technologies to mobilise against the ‘Other’ on social media (Whine, 1999; Perry & 

Scrivens, 2016c; Scrivens, 2017; Caiani, 2018; Lumsden & Harmer, 2019). However, little is known 

about the online activity and thematic content produced by Australian and Canadian FRE groups on 

Facebook, their similarities in narrative or mobilisation strategy, and differences. This research finds 

that the two movements share similarities and exhibit idiosyncratic trends in online activity, thematic 

content, and emoji-based forms of audience reaction on Facebook. These findings suggest that while 

local concerns remain disguisable components of each movement, their constituents’ national 

circumstance is becoming increasingly applicable as a mobilising theme; the Australian movement is 

situated in a socio-political context that is more accepting of movement’s ideology and objectives 

compared to the Canadian context; and Facebook facilitates the social mobilisation of extremist 

movements and users using certain platform-based affordances. 

 

Thesis Aim 

This thesis draws on the online activity, thematic content and symbols of participation and emotional 

expression presented by 30 Australian and 29 Canadian FRE groups on Facebook from February 

2011 - 2019, to conduct an exploratory analysis of how such groups mobilise on and engage with the 

social media platform Facebook. Any contradistinctions that exist between the Australian and 

Canadian movements may point to contributive or contextual factors that shape the evolvement of 

far-right ideological themes on Facebook, or support instances of far-right terrorism in these 

countries. This thesis will assess the findings and affordances that Facebook provides FREs to 

mobilise on Facebook, and conceptually interpret those findings and affordances using Social 

Mobilisation Theory (SMT). SMT seeks to identify some of the ways administrators and users 

within each movement mobilise on Facebook. 
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The Objective 

Little comparative research exists on the Australian and Canadian movement on social media. 

Scarcer still is cross-national comparative research on the content identity and themes that exist 

between them on Facebook. To address this lacuna, this thesis will employ computational 

methodologies to explore, compare and analyse the online activity and thematic content hosted by 

Australian and Canadian FRE groups on their Facebook ‘group pages’.1 The analysis is intended to:  

- survey the online activity and semantic content present in each movement to identify the most 

frequented thematic content and symbols of participatory and emotional gratification;  

- compare and analyse the similarities and differences in the online activity and content of each 

movement;   

- employ SMT as a conceptual framework to interpret the findings from the data analysis to 

identify mobilising themes within the Australian and Canadian FRE movement on Facebook; and 

- assess the contribution this research has on future cross-national comparative research into how 

FRE movements mobilise on and engage with social media platforms.  

 

Significance 

This thesis will survey the online activity and thematic content present on Australian and Canadian 

FRE groups on Facebook and assess in what ways these movements mobilise using social media. It 

will draw on current literature and add insight to the literature regarding FRE online, and the 

mapping of thematic content on social media. Using computational methods, this thesis’ 

methodology seeks to provide an exploratory framework for future cross-national comparative 

studies seeking to identify the content identity of extremist movements using social media. This 

research will provide insight for future countering violent extremism and counter narrative programs 

in Australia and Canada respectively, by contributing to the academic understanding of FRE content, 

online behaviour and mobilisation using social media. Understanding the relationship between online 

extremism and violent extremism requires an accurate survey of the online activity and thematic 

content of extremist groups. As a greater portion of FRE movements evolve to operate over the 

 
1 ‘Group pages’ are considered open social spaces that represent a social grouping, existing either online or offline, which does not require 

administrative permission to access.  
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social media platform Facebook, the significance of this thesis’ findings will become increasingly 

relevant for future studies.  

 

Online Far-Right Extremism 

Given the current techno-social context in which newer FRE groups operate, the internet has become 

both revolutionary and indispensable to far-right movements. Accordingly, this section illustrates the 

context and significance of internet technology and social media for FREs groups and movements. It 

finds that due to the internet’s global adoption, combined with this ability to store, share and connect 

users with any piece of content placed on its webpages, this has established the internet as an 

essential extension of FRE groups. 

Internet technologies have enabled FREs unprecedented connection to respective members, groups 

and movements (Langman, 2005; Caiani & Kröll, 2015; Perry & Scrivens, 2016b; 2016c). With 

nearly 2.77 billion users world-wide, social media is the most popular techno-social extension of the 

internet (Statista, 2019). Social media offers an avenue for FREs to instantaneously socialise, express 

ideology, cultivate cooperation and build communities at a distance (Whine, 1999). This is because 

social media platforms like Facebook, allow users to both generate a linear stream of content which 

can be viewed by the broader community of online viewers, and communicate in private online 

spaces. Although Facebook is used to streamline, share and string together FRE content between 

users to form webs of social relations, instances of far-right terrorism, such as the Christchurch 

attack in New Zealand, has promoted removing extremist material as an increasingly significant goal 

to maintain the platform’s paramount objective as a private company (Langman, 2005; Perry & 

Scrivens, 2016c; Scrivens, 2017; Davey & Ebner, 2017; Kosoff, 2018; McCann, 2018; Cox & 

Koebler, 2018; Hutchinson, 2019a).    

FREs use the internet as an operational and communitive tool to extend influence, garner support and 

build communities (Perry & Scrivens, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c). Using the internet, FREs can 

instantaneously mass-socialise extreme material and discourse outside the control of government 

bodies or mainstream news corporations (Gill, et al., 2015; Gill, et al., 2017; Wilson & Gillett, 2017; 

Ebner, 2017; Westcott, et al., 2019; Winter, 2019; 45). Consequently, the internet has facilitated the 

emergence of a disaggregated network of extremists and raised concerns about the dangers of lone-

actor terrorism (Whine, 1999). While lone-actor terrorism is not considered a new phenomenon 

(Kaplan, 1997; Coffey, 2011; van Buuren & de Graaf, 2014), it has been occurring with greater 

frequency and increased lethality in recent decades (Coffey, 2011, Teich, 2013). This has raised 
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questions about the role of the internet in facilitating far-right lone-actor terrorism (Gill, et al., 2017). 

The growing connection between the internet and lone actor terrorism demonstrates the significance 

of the internet in facilitating FRE violence. Although the internet has been transformative for FREs, 

the role of social media sites like Facebook is one that ‘deserves further attention’ (Bennett & 

Segerberg, 2013; Caiani, 2018; 3). 

FRE communities thrive on social media platforms. Social media is a sophisticated, modern 

extension of internet-based social interaction, and has established a heavily interconnected virtual 

network of social relations. Around the globe, 2.77 billion internet users access some form of social 

media (Statista, 2019), with Australia (77%) and Canada (70%) leading the world in internet users 

who re-visit the internet ‘several times a day’ (Poushter, 2016; Poushter, et al., 2018). Social media 

is a location where FRE narratives, grievances and experiences can coalesce to construct distinct 

virtual communities (Edwards & Gribbon, 2013; Cohen, et al., 2014; Amarasingam, 2015). The 

importance and impact of virtual communities for the FRE movement is conveyed in its ability to 

amplify extremist content online (Bowman-Grieve, 2009; 990).  

Social media platforms like Facebook are not only a generative mechanism for virtual communities, 

but a ‘force multiplier’ for extremist ideology, allowing FREs ‘to push above their weight’ as a 

social movement (Whine, 1999; Caiani & Kröll, 2015; 343). The concern is that, using social media, 

the spread of FRE ideological content can elevate extremist perceptions of reality as morally or 

ideologically justifiable (King and Leonard, 2016). Violent extremists may view this content and 

leverage the normalisation of extremist ideas, to enact violence against those identities highlighted as 

a ‘threat’ to the movement (Scrivens, 2017; Ebner, 2017; Davey & Ebner, 2017). Identities that have 

been proposed as the ‘Other’ by Australian or Canadian FRE groups online, have been subsequently 

targeted by far-right violent extremists offline (Rushton & Di Stefano, 2019; Moro, 2019). 

The presence of extremist content on these sites has the potential to motivate violence beyond the 

virtual realm. For example, a FRE meme could depict the role of Anglo-European women in society, 

as the means to raise Anglo-European offspring and support the males of the movement. If this 

meme represents a social role that is esteemed by FREs, women of opposing religious or ideological 

dispositions are considered a threat. For instance, the role of Muslim woman in society could be 

assumed to be the reproduction of Islam-adhering offspring who are considered ‘especially 

threatening’ to the FRE worldview (Rushton & Di Stefano, 2019). Rationalised in this way, it 

elevates the threat of Muslim women as a targeted identity and morally permits the execution of 

violence to protect the ideological collective. Similarly, extremist content that depicts Lesbian-Gay-

Bisexual-Transsexual-Queer (LGBTQ) individuals as ideologically threatening to the movement, 
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places them in a position analogous to Muslim women in the previous example. It must be noted that 

this meme or logic is not hypothetical, it is symbolically represented in extremist content on social 

media and continues to offer moral directives to viewers in the Australian and Canadian movement. 

Subsequently, Australian and Canadian FREs have physically targeted Muslim women and LGBTQ 

individuals for ideological reasons (Rushton & Di Stefano, 2019; Moro, 2019). 

 

Conceptualisations and Definitions 

Broadly, FRE is an exclusivist ideology motivated by various visions of social dominance and 

broadly outlined by anti-democratic and authoritarian sentiment (Pedahzur & Canetti-Nisim, 2004; 

Mudde, 2016; Carter, 2018; Campion, 2019a; 2019b). The conceptual composition of FRE contains 

a collection of conservative values, broadly captured within the following constellation of themes. 

Mudde (2000) suggests that a far-right movement must contain at least three of the following five 

far-right ideological components: (1) racism, (2) xenophobia, (3) strong State advocacy, (4) anti-

democratic, and (5) nationalism. Dean, et al. (2016; 123-125) recommends that far-right narratives 

contain the following six far-right thematic values: (1) anti-immigrant, (2) anti-establishment, (3) 

protection of Western values, (4) commitment to democratic reform, (5) traditional values, and (6) 

strong State. This conceptual composition of ideological themes formulates a broad framework in 

which this study views FRE behaviour and content.  

Rather than proscribing a definition, scholars have displayed a preference for conceptually 

characterising FRE individuals and groups. Indeed, ‘conceptualisations tailored to specific groups, 

movements, or countries’, are often used to avoid issues or accusations of over-generalisation or 

inaccuracy (Ravndal & Bjørgo, 2018; 6). The dynamism of FRE accounts for the preferential use of 

tailored conceptualisations over definitions to retain accuracy (Ravndal & Bjørgo, 2018). The 

competition between characterisations and definitions in the literature has produced an expanding 

nomenclature of far-right definitions and identities, used to distinguish segments of the broader 

movement.  

This thesis employs the term ‘far-right extremist (ism)’ as a collective term that encompasses ‘both 

(democratic) radicals and (anti-democratic) extremists’, who advocate for and will enact violence to 

enforce notions of ‘social inequality, authoritarianism, and nativism’ (Ravndal & Bjørgo, 2018; 6). It 

is acknowledged that the term ‘extreme-right’ can identify a smaller, more violent section of the 

ideological movement and is argued to be more accurate in this way. However, unless applied to 

those who only exhibit ‘extreme-right’ characteristics, the term ‘far-right extremist’ is a broader 
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conceptual identification that encompasses the ‘extreme-right’. Subsequently, the term ‘far-right 

extremist’ becomes an economical identifier in this context because it is analytically applicable in 

analyses consisting of ideologically divergent groups, yet, is broadly inclusive of various ideological 

groupings within the movement. As this thesis refers to multiple groups within or between multiple 

movements, or movements in contrast to other movements, the term ‘far-right extremism (ist)’ is 

more analytically applicable than ‘extreme-right’, both practically and in definitional scope.  

The term ‘extremism’ was chosen as a necessary suffix to the term ‘far-right’ in light of the groups 

selected for this thesis and in contrast to over politicised, conceptually contorted terms like 

‘radicalisation’ (Silva, 2018). Specifically, extremism was chosen due to its unique psychological 

and behavioural definition. Schuurman and Taylor (2018; 6) define extremism as ‘a way of thinking 

that accepts no compromise, sees no middle ground and warrants no limitations on its objectives or 

means for achieving them’. The term ‘extremism’ was selected over terms like ‘radicalism’ or 

‘fanaticism’ because the mindset-behaviour aspect outlined in its definition is characteristic of those 

groups and content selected for analysis.  

 

Overview of Chapters 

Chapter One: Introduction 

This chapter introduces the research aims and objectives, its significance and the context in which it 

is conducted. The introductory chapter highlights the absence of literature focused on cross-national 

comparative analyses on the Australian and Canadian FRE movement, and how this thesis seeks to 

provide foundational research to address it. The introduction encapsulates the various techno-social 

relationships, conceptualises and definitions employed for this thesis.  

 

Chapter Two: Literature Review 

This chapter provides a comprehensive literature review on SMT and how it is applied to extremist 

social movements; the Australian and Canadian FRE movement; the intersectionality between the 

Australian and Canadian FRE Movement; and internet and social media use among FRE groups and 

movements. Using a thematic-temporal framework, this literature review illustrates an abundance in 

literature and emerging research pertaining to the internet and social media and the Australia and 

Canadian movement. However, through a review of this literature, this chapter identifies an absence 

of literature dedicated to cross-nationally surveying the online activity and thematic content of FRE 

groups and movements on social media. This is significant as cross-national comparative analyses 
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provide critical insight into international and domestic trends of online FRE, and social media has 

become employed as a transnational medium for FRE online activity and discourse.    

 

Chapter Three: Theoretical Framework  

This chapter explains SMT and justifies why it was chosen as this thesis’ theoretical framework. 

SMT will be explained as will the adjustments required for it to be effectively employed to interpret 

data analysis findings from online administrator and user information on Facebook. While SMT is 

maladapted to critically interpret online gestures of commitment from members of online social 

movements on social media, if the commitment necessary to account for social mobilisation and the 

online environment is re-conceptualised, this chapter finds SMT to be an effective theoretical 

framework for this study.  

 

Chapter Four: Methodology 

This chapter introduces and explains this thesis’ chosen research design and methodology. This 

chapter illustrates the utility of the thesis’ research design and suitability of its methodology 

considering the data acquired for analysis. The methodology consists of multiple computational 

analyses and offers acknowledgement to the limitations associated with analysing social media data.  

 

Chapter Five: Data and Analysis 

This chapter details the empirical findings born of the computational analyses. This chapter provides 

a descriptive analysis of the data and visually represents the various quantitative, qualitative findings 

from data analysis using a series of graphs and charts. The statistical and thematic significance of the 

data are briefly examined and broad observations are made regarding the similarities and 

discrepancies between the Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook.   

 

Chapter Six: Discussion  

This chapter of this thesis conceptually interprets the findings. SMT is employed to identify and 

interpret the mobilising themes present within the data, and provide contextual information to 

explain some of the discrepancies in ideological disposition between the Australian and Canadian 

movement. This chapter finds that while Australian and Canadian FRE groups on Facebook share 
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commonalities in their use of thematic content and symbols of emotional expression, unique 

distinctions remain in trends of online behaviour and socio-historic context.  

 

Chapter Seven: Conclusion 

The concluding chapter recapitulates the significance of this thesis’s findings. It highlights the major 

similarities and differences that exist between the Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook, 

and how administrators and users from within the movements use thematic content and symbols of 

emotion to express themselves and mobilise online. Some key recommendations for future research 

are made in light of these findings.  
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Chapter Two - Literature Review: A Thematic-Temporal Survey of the 

Academic Literature  
 

Introduction 

In recent decades, academic literature on FRE has proliferated in response to global currents of 

radical-right popularism, FRE material online and instances of far-right terrorism. For instance, in 

March 2019, the far-right terrorist attack by Brenton Tarrant against two mosques in Christchurch, 

New Zealand narrowed the world’s attention towards far-right terrorism in ‘low-risk’ places 

(Westcott, et al., 2019). This attack has become a guiding case study for future research focusing on 

far-right violent extremists using innovative internet-technology to execute terrorism and broadcast 

FRE online (Hutchinson, 2019a; 2019b). This literature review was written shortly after the 

Christchurch attack and addresses the literature surrounding many of the technological and 

behavioural hallmarks featured by the assailant.  

As highlighted in the previous chapter, internet-technology offers a multi-functional space for 

extremists, such as a socially supportive structure to cultivate online communities and an intelligence 

production tool to enact violence against perceived enemies of the movement. Contemporary violent 

extremism literature is increasingly contending with the role that internet-technology has with far-

right violent extremism. Far-right violent extremism literature is engaged in a continuous cycle of 

surveying online extremist activity, and analysing its content for meaningful connections to extremist 

violence.  

The broader literature on FRE focuses on extremist behaviour; social science and criminological 

theories explaining the presence of FRE in certain continents or countries and computationally 

creative methodologies to adapt to the online profusion of data. However, there exists an absence of 

attention on the nature and character of online FRE stemming from the Australian and Canadian 

movements, both separately and comparatively.  

This literature review identifies five academic areas of contribution that have shaped FRE literature 

over time; presents debates that are unanswered or unaddressed; and provides recommendations for 

future research. Areas of academic contribution are compartmentalized thematically and detailed 

temporally within each theme. This chapter is structured using the following thematic areas of 

literature in non-sequential order:  

- Analytical Frameworks and SMT applied to FRE; 
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- The Australian FRE movement; 

- The Canadian FRE movement; 

- The Intersectionality between the Australian and Canadian FRE Movement; and 

- The Internet and Social Media.  

Through this survey of the literature, this review highlights the affordability of using SMT to analyse 

thematic content online, and how it informs the relationship between movement members and 

movement objectives. This literature review demonstrates that there exists a lack of cross-national 

comparative research focusing on the Australian and Canadian FRE movements in general and on 

social media in particular. Additionally, it illustrates how a cross-national comparative examination 

of the online activity of each movement would provide insight on how these movements behave and 

ideologically evolve online, and highlights the significance of platform-based affordances for far-

right communities on social media.  

 

Master Frames and Social Mobilisation Theory  

Social Movement and Social Networking theories are commonly acknowledged as a useful 

conceptual lens to view the socialisation and cooperation of far-right movements (Poynting & Perry, 

2007; 257; Perry & Scrivens, 2016c). However, additional conceptual lenses are required to 

investigate an individual’s reasoning for their involvement in collective action; emphasise the 

relationship between individual motivations for engaging in collective action; and the broad socio-

cultural context or narrative in which those motivations are cultivated.  

Master frames, as an alternative conceptual lens, is a useful socio-historical framework to analyse 

socio-cultural narratives that legitimise collective action. In the case of FRE, Jens Rydgren’s (2005; 

413) suggests that radical-right parties post-World War II, within Europe and elsewhere, successfully 

‘started a process of cross-national diffusion, where embryonic extreme far-right groups and 

networks elsewhere adopted the new frame’.2 Used as a conceptual bridging tool online, master 

frames enable international far-right groups to narrate their shared experiences, cultivate notions of 

international solidarity and engage in collective action. In response, two nations who host FRE 

groups and share adequate similarities in their national contexts, could develop similar counter-

narratives to instruct their CVE efforts. Accordingly, master frames serves as a useful conceptual 

 
2 Rydgren (2005; 413) adds that this contemporary FRE frame consists of a combination of ‘ethnonationalist xenophobia based on the doctrine of 

ethnopluralism with anti-political establishment populism’. However, he notes that master frames alone are not sufficient to be socially sustained 
(Rydgren, 2005). The master frame must be adapted to the national socio-political context and socio-cultural conditions present, to best convey and 
convince domestic FRE groups of the need for the master frame (Rydgren, 2005). 
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lens to socio-culturally frame the mobilising themes portrayed by far-right movements online, which 

informs additional analytical frameworks such as SMT.  

 

Social Mobilisation Theory 

SMT is based on the presumption that humans harbour a fundamental sensitivity to social 

connectedness, which leads individual actors to appease the desire for membership in a social 

network, by taking collective action to secure the reproduction of social life (McClelland, 1985; 

Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Within the literature, SMT is represented as a set of principles that 

influence a large number of individuals ‘to perform behaviours that impose a net cost on each 

individual who complies and provides negligible collective benefit unless performed by a large 

number of individuals’ (Rogers, et al.; 358). For instance, Marie-Claude Tremblay et al. (2017; 333) 

refined multiple social movement and mobilisation theories to construct a framework of key 

mechanisms needed to mobilise individuals in solidarity, such as: ‘the pivotal role of the partnership’ 

between social agents; ‘resources and opportunities’ to supplement a working partnership between 

individuals; ‘the importance of framing processes; and a tight alignment between the cause…the 

collective action strategy, and the systems changes targeted’. SMT is constructed of multiple 

conceptual observations about the relationship between individuals and how individuals behaviour 

within a collective. 

When applied to individual acts of far-right terrorism however, the definition is not inclusive. Rogers 

et al. (2018) ‘exclude [from the definition] situations where a small subset of individuals have 

disproportionate influence over collective outcomes or make a disproportionate sacrifice’ (Rogers et 

al, 2018; 359). Unwilling to include far-right terrorists, particularly lone-actors, halts the academic 

understanding of FRE using SMT when considering the influence of online communities on 

individual behaviour. If SMT is offered as a conceptual framework to understand the relationship 

between social communities and social concerns, both subjective and inter-subjective, then the 

question can be asked whether online virtual communities are substantially different. In light of 

social networking technology, the virtual ‘leaderless resistance’ and the street trodden leader-lead 

model need to be accommodated by SMT (Bowman-Grieve, 2009). Rogers, et al (2018) 

recommendations for future research, a novel theoretical extension of SMT to isolate the mobilising 

common denominators of social movements, is partly answered by a number of case study analyses 

examining various social movements and how social media technology impacted their capacity for 

collective action.  
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Karina Garcia-Ruano, et al. (2013) investigated the impact of information and communication 

technologies has on the social mobilisation of marginalised populations in developing countries. 

Examining an environmental social movement in Guatemala, Garcia-Ruano (2013; 1880) illustrates 

the ‘positive impact of using new technologies to build networks and circumvent traditional power 

structures [which] can be affected by the social context in which the mobilisation takes place’. 

Amandha Rohr Lopes (2014) extended the academic understanding of SMT by illustrating the 

opportunity and mobilising structures that propels collective action in social movements. 

Additionally, Lopes (2014) highlighted the role that internet communication technologies play a key 

component of collective action in contemporary social movements. Lopes (2014) stresses that 

internet-based communication technologies, such as social media, have fundamentally altered the 

means by which social movements emerge and engage in collective action. This was demonstrated 

by Vivian Dunu and Elizabeth Uzochukwu (2015; 10) who stated that social media extends 

‘transformational mobilisation and development’ faculties, which improved ‘the social mobilisation 

process’ for an environmental sustainability movement in Nigeria. In the case of FRE, Mario 

Peucker, Debra Smith and Muhammad Iqbal’s (2018) published contribution utilised SMT to 

interpret the ideological behaviour of a localised network of far-right groups in Australia. Recent 

publications on the Australian FRE movement have incorporated novel conceptual frameworks in an 

attempt to understand this relationship between FRE individuals, groups and the broader movement.  

 

Australia  

Since 2015, multiple publications have found the Australian movement to be increasingly 

aggressive, ideologically adaptive, technologically savvy and in need of further academic 

investigation (Dean, et al., 2016; Peucker, et al., 2018; Campion, 2019a; 2019b; Hutchinson, 2019a; 

2019b). Accordingly, this section aims to outline the literature specific to Australia’s socio-cultural 

history since the 1900s; the political context that has influenced the ideological direction of 

Australian FRE groups since the 1960s; illustrate the evolving behaviour of Australian groups, 

online and offline, since the 1990s. This survey of the literature reveals a number of key socio-

political moments in Australia’s history that have defined the ideological trajectory and behavioural 

transformations specific to its FRE groups, and touches on the academic findings which revolve 

these trajectories and transformations.  

Australia’s history of British colonisation, anti-authoritarianism and structural racism with 

indigenous Aboriginals as influenced contemporary FRE groups in Australia (Fleming & Mondon, 

2018). Leading up to Federation in 1901, the Australian identity was influenced by the nation’s 
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geographic boundaries and fear of mass-immigration, foreign invasion or assimilation with 

Australian Aboriginals (Hirst, 2001). This overarching scepticism of non-Anglo-European identities 

established forms of social conformity, through the portrayal of ‘Australianness’ and implementation 

of the ‘White Australia’ policy (Hirst, 2001). This privileged Anglo-European identity as the axiom 

in which to base future visions of Australia, and further cultured a ‘fear of external domination and 

internal contamination’ from non-Anglo-Europeans and non-‘Australians’ (Irving, 1999; 110). 

Subsequently, the Australian FRE movement has become socio-historically conditioned by the 

country’s history of ethno-exclusivism, immigration, legislation and transnational connection with 

constituent movements (Fleming & Mondon, 2018; Campion, 2019a). While accounts observe 

instances akin to FRE during federation (Mondon, 2012), the movement emerged during the 1920s 

and 1930s with the formation of ‘The Country’, also referred to as the ‘Old Guard’, and was centred 

on defending Australia from Bolshevik Communism (Moore, 1990; Campion, 2019a). However, 

after World War II and the perceived threat of Communism had diminished, Australian social life 

turned towards cultural production and preservation.  

After integrating features of Canada’s multiculturalism policy during the 1960s-1970s, Australia 

undertook a shift from cultural monism to cultural pluralism (Encel, 1989). Zagórski (1988) has 

conceptually isolated the ‘left’, ‘centre’ and ‘right’ spaces of Australian political ideology and 

attitudes, by providing sociological descriptions of the political self-identification of participants at 

the time. Echoing the outline of current FRE literature, Zagórski (1988; 100) notes the Australian 

‘right’s’ authoritarian attitudes toward others in their own ideological spectrum, and attempts to 

sympathise with the general public with simple pragmatic political solutions to complex social 

issues. During the 1980s, multiculturalism continued to be scrutinised and criticised from various 

far-right individuals and FRE groups after an significant numbers of Southeast Asians entered 

Australia (Zagórski, 1988) Far-right propensities within the movements – including gangs – began to 

emerge in response. Far-right groups accused the liberal immigration of Southeast Asians and the 

increased presence of Judaism in Australia, as cause to disrupt the Anglo-European character of 

Australia (Blainey, 1984; Encel, 1989).  

During the 1990s, Australia saw the growing presence and posture of extremist anti-immigration 

sentiment and the rise and fall of Pauline Hanson’s publications3 and One Nation political party 

(Deutchman, 2000; Ben-Moshe, 2001). In particular, Ben-Moshe (2001) examined the symbiotic yet 

 
3 In 1997, Pauline Hanson published a book titled, ‘The Truth: On Asian Immigration, the Aboriginal Question, the Gun Debate and the Future of 

Australia’. The book speaks to those topics largely captured within the title of the book, and provides a far-right interpretation of how such topics 
should be addressed. Hanson’s interpretation and recommendations on how to address these topics are predictably proposed through the lens of far-
right Australian politics in general, and the aspirations of the One Nation political party in particular.  
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limited relationship between Pauline Hanson’s One Nation party and Australia’s far-right movement. 

Ben-Moshe (2001; 24) states that Hanson did not openly support or explicitly gesture distain for 

extremist perspectives, ‘because [One Nation] needed the support of those groups in establishing the 

party and because of a convergence of interests’. Ben-Moshe’s (2001; 24) observations fit with One 

Nation’s present relationship with Australian far-right movement, as not created or controlled by 

‘organised racist groups, but it has had extensive, although mostly informal, ties with them’. This 

publication pivoted attention towards the point of collaboration or convergence of interests between 

Australian radical-right political entrepreneurs and FRE groups (Ben-Moshe, 2001). In addition, it 

raised the issue of having FRE groups influencing representatives involved in mainstream political 

issues in the 21st Centaury (Ben-Moshe, 2001).   

As Pauline Hanson’s stature in the Australian political arena steadily declined, so did academic 

attention on the Australian FRE movement. However, in 2014, Australia witnessed the rise of the so-

called Islamic State and their threats towards Australian national security, as well as an Islamic-

related terrorist attack in Martin Place, Sydney. In response, multiple groups were conceived and 

engaged in local and national demonstrations against Islam in Australia. In 2016, Geoff Dean and 

colleagues’ publication titled, ‘Far-right Extremism in Australia: The Rise of the New Radical 

Right’, re-emphasised the significance of the Australian far-right movement. While these authors 

recognised the severity of Australian FRE groups and their political manifestations, metrics for the 

analysis were largely drawn from the American movement. Therefore, the significance attributed to 

certain groups may be American-centric and thus incomplete in accordance with the Australian 

context. As a preliminary publication focusing on the Australian far-right, Dean, et al. (2016) did 

provide an academic foundation for future research on the Australian movement. Amelia Johns 

(2017) shifted the focus away from this centrism with her case study analysis of two Australian 

white nationalist movements. Johns sought to examine whether social media has impacted race 

relations and multiculturalism in Australia since the Cronulla riots erupted 12 years prior. Johns 

concluded that the Australian far-right community rests on the ‘unstable foundations’ of social media 

structures for socialisation, which is unable to sustainably support the contexts that mobilises the 

movement and reliably descends the movement into frays of ‘internal contestation and 

fragmentation’ (Delanty & O’Mahoney, 2002; Lyon, 2017; Johns, 2017; 350). Although this 

conclusion is at times contested as a passive interpretation of the potential of FRE in Australia, its 

analysis of the modis operandi of Australian virtual and street FRE communities remains accurate 

and a point of academic focus.   
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Andy Fleming and Mondon Aurelien (2018) build upon Johns’ contribution by illustrating the 

historic common thematic basis operating within Australian FRE groups –Australian identity and 

culture. From its inception during Australia’s gaining of independence from the British, conservative 

and nationalist defensive posture has remained sensitive to Australia’s geographic isolation and 

therefore, heavily exclusivist (Fleming & Mondon, 2018). Today, Australia’s multi-ethnic identity 

and multicultural policy has impacted the far-right use of the Anglo-European ultra-nationalist 

identity (Moran, 2011; Fleming & Mondon, 2018; Hutchinson, 2018b; 2019b). Although remaining 

exclusivist to certain outsiders, a growing investment toward culturally superior forms of FRE has 

occurred. This ideological investment is illustrated by Mario Peucker, Debra Smith and Muhammad 

Iqbal’s (2018; 3) heuristic typology highlighting the growing number of Australian far-right groups 

that primarily function as ‘cultural superiority groups’. Certain Australian groups are becoming 

culturally-sensitive and adapting ideology and behaviour accordingly to preserve themselves within 

the wider context. For instance, the author’s (2019) publication found that newly-formed Australian 

groups have ideologically adapted to accommodate for the Australian socio-cultural context using 

performance-dependent identities (referred to ‘Alt-Patriotism’). Furthermore, Hutchinson (2018b; 

2019b) suggests that Australian groups have behaviourally adapted to successfully employ social 

networking technology in recent years. These findings fly in the face of previous definitions and 

conceptions of FRE as centred on rigid notions of white supremacy. For example, Katheleen Blee 

and Kimberly Creasap (2010; 270) asserted that FRE movements are defined by their attention to 

white ‘race/ethnicity’ and their promotion of ‘violence as a primary tactic or goal’ to enforce their 

attention. Adaptive though this ideological-behavioural shift is, within Australia and internationally, 

the expected sustainability of culturally-dependent forms of identity is unpredicted within the 

literature.  

This prediction is further complicated by the prolific adoption of social media and the rapid change 

in online interconnectivity, which has motivated the evolution of online social network technology 

and the use of communal spaces by far-right terrorists (Lovink, 2019). For instance, the 

Christchurch’s Attacker’s use of social media in the recording and dissemination of the terrorist 

attack, as heavily influenced Australia’s attitude toward the intersection between internet-technology 

and FRE. In 2019, the Australian Government established the Taskforce to Combat Terrorist and 

Extreme Violent Material Online, who released a report acknowledging the rise in extremist material 

online. The Taskforce is designed to advise government decisions related to online extremism and 

the report offers ‘actions and recommendations that fall into one of five streams: prevention; 
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detection and removal; transparency; deterrence; and capacity building’ (Taskforce to Combat 

Terrorist and Extreme Violent Material Online, 2019; 1).  

Efforts to counter online extremism requires comprehensive and contemporary reports on far-right 

ideology and extremist expressions of ideology by far-right terrorists. Kristy Campion (2019a; 208) 

examined the manifestos of nine far-right terrorists and extremists, alongside literary work from 

Australian authors over time, to elucidate the ‘discourses, narratives and axiomatic beliefs within the 

heterogeneous movement’. Future efforts to understand and counter Australian extremist online 

communities may draw on Campion’s (2019a; 208) qualitative investigation and findings regarding 

‘the ideological contour of Australia’s extreme right’. Like the Canadian far-right movement, the 

Australia movement and its dynamic online community has received minimal research comparative 

to other international movements, such as Europe and the United States, from academics and 

government bodies a-like (Richards, 2018; Johnson, 2018; Hutchinson, 2018a; Hutchinson, 2019b). 

 

Canada 

The Canadian far-right movement is largely incorporated within academic studies with the US 

movement, characterised in reference to constituent European movements or left entirely 

unaddressed in cross-national studies. Jeffery Ross’s (1992) publication mapping incidences of FRE 

violence in Canada from 1960s to the 1990s was in reaction to the paucity of literature on the topic. 

Ross (1992; 76) suggested that the lack of Canadian research is because it is thought that FRE is ‘not 

prominent in Canada, and Canadians believe racism is not prevalent nor ever has been’. From the 

1990s to 2010s, while FRE in Canada gained significant attention from academia, it did not warrant 

an isolated comprehensive analysis. For example, Richard Parent & James O’Ellis (2014) addressed 

the growing concern of far-right groups in Canada and the existing lack of contemporary research 

surrounding the movement. Through a cross-national comparative analysis of Canadian FRE with its 

European and US counterparts. Parent & O’Ellis examined the motivational conditions, such as 

immigration rates and acceptability of anti-immigration sentiment, and the proclivity for reactionary 

violence within each comparative case study. However, Parent & O’Ellis continued to echo similar 

sentiments as Ross and others, by recommending that future research focus on the historical origins 

of the Canadian movement, in order to gauge the trajectory of violence among contemporary FRE 

groups. Barbara Perry and Ryan Scrivens’ (2016a) addressed these future research recommendations 

in their contribution to the literature titled, ‘Far-right Extremism in Canada: An Environmental 

Scan’. The 170 page publication is an isolated comprehensive assessment of the socio-cultural 

conditions and political faculties that condone or have advanced contemporary far-right grievances 
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and hatred in Canada. Similarly, in 2019, Perry and Scrivens released a book publication titled, 

‘Right-Wing Extremism in Canada’, which provides a detailed understanding of the Canadian 

movement over time and how to think, resist and respond to contemporary FRE in Canada. These 

two publications are the most extensive academic contributions on the contemporary FRE landscape 

in Canada in the 21st Century.  

Contradictory to the caution presented by Perry and Scrivens (2016a; 2019), Emma Ambrose and 

Cas Mudde’s (2015; 213) suggested that the Canadian far-right ‘seems an almost a negligible force 

today’. They argue that the Canadian movement, like the US, is in decline and has ‘so far been 

unable to build upon the recent upsurge of Islamophobia’ due to Canada’s dynamic multiculturalism 

policy (Ambrose & Mudde, 2015; 213). For example, Ambrose and Mudde (2015; 230) comment 

‘there is virtually no academic research on the situation in Canada’. However, there ‘findings are 

relevant to the broader academic literature on far-right parties’ comparative to Western Europe 

(Ambrose & Mudde, 2015; 231). Perry and Scrivens (2016c) provide literature on the Canadian 

movement and ‘argue for the necessity of multi-agency efforts coordinated around acknowledging 

and responding to [FRE in Canada]’. Additionally, Perry and Scrivens (2016c; 97) identify ‘a 

number of agencies and organizations that acknowledge the presence, context and impacts of a loose 

[far-right extremist] movement in Canada’. While this is not the space to further competitively 

weight the empirical merit of each publication, these same-year publications diverge on their threat 

assessment of the Canadian movement. In the years following 2016 however, Perry and Scrivens, in 

collaboration with various colleagues, released a series of publications, that somewhat addressed the 

complaint that there exists a paucity of literature on the Canadian movement. In sum, their 

contributions argue that the Canadian movement is growing in numbers; it is becoming increasingly 

diverse and extremist; it is rapidly developing reactionary virtual communities; constructing 

transnational social networks online; and absorbing and adapting to international influences (Perry & 

Scrivens, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c; 2018; 2019; Scrivens, 2017; Scrivens & Perry, 2017; Scrivens, et al., 

2018a; 2018b).  

 

Australia and Canada 

Cross-national comparative analyses of far-right movements are relatively uncommon in the 

literature. The objective of providing empirical insight into two or more extremist social movements, 

leads researchers to publish books on the subject in order to spatially accommodate their 

investigation. Jen Rydgren’s (2005) trade book titled, ‘Movements of Exclusion: Radical Far-right 

Populism in the Western World’, Cas Mudde’s (2007) book, ‘Populist Radical Right Parties in 
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Europe’ and Aurélien Mondon’s (2016)‘The Mainstreaming of the Extreme Right in France and 

Australia: A Populist Hegemony?’, are three such examples. Rarer still are academic contributions 

that directly compare the Australian and Canadian FRE movements in the 21st Century. Scott 

Poynting and Barbara Perry’s (2007) publication is one of the few that directly compare Australia 

and Canada. Poynting and Perry (2007) contextualise the presence and nature of anti-Muslim bias in 

Canadian and Australian media and political climates since 2001. They contend that negative media 

portrayals, discriminatory rhetoric, state policy and practice, legitimise public hostility toward 

resident Muslim communities and crystallises cultural stigmatic narratives of ‘evil’ Muslims as ‘folk 

devils’ (Douglas, 1996; Poynting & Perry, 2007; Walsh, 2017). These negative caricatures distort 

public understanding of Muslim and Arab identities and assumes malicious intent (Poynting & Perry, 

2007). The concern is that this leads to further distortions and assumptions that then justify FRE 

violence against resident Muslims and Arabs (Haleem, 2012; 45). While this publication provides 

insight into the socio-cultural and media conditions that shape anti-Muslim sentiment, it does not 

contend with how the internet and social networking technologies shape FRE grievances in Australia 

and Canada.  

Aside from comparative cross-national analyses of the Australian and Canadian movement, 

Australian and Canadian scholars have recently collaborated on publications focusing on far-right 

terrorism. In October 2019, the Journal of Policing, Intelligence and Counter Terrorism (JPICT) 

released a special thematic issue, featuring collaborative contributions from Australian and Canadian 

scholars, dedicated to understanding and responding to far-right ideology and terrorism (Battersby & 

Ball, 2019; Blackbourn, et al., 2019; Campion, 2019a; 2019b; Singh, 2019; Taylor, 2019). For 

instance, Australian scholar Nichola McGarrity collaborated with Canadian academic Kent Roach 

alongside Jessie Blackbourn to guest edit the volume and investigate various instances and responses 

to far-right terrorism. This publication is the latest collaborative effort by Australian and Canadian 

scholars to understand and respond to FRE and terrorism. Notwithstanding the few cross-national or 

collaborative Australia-Canada studies, there is an absence of research and the increasing importance 

of social networking technology within each movement, necessitates a cross-national comparative 

survey of the online activity between Australian and Canadian FRE groups.  

 

The Internet and Social Media  

Since the 1990s, the academic literature focused on the intersection between social movements and 

social networking technology has proliferated. Subsequently, the literature which addresses the 

intersection between social networking technology and FRE movements, has commensurately 
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grown. In general, the literature observes that individuals within a FRE groups are, at times, 

diasporic; sub-culturally active depending on the socio-political context; and adopt and integrate 

technology into their social lives differently from other groups in the movement. Articulating the 

migration and influence of the technology across the movement is a challenge. Partly because the 

individuals which embody each FRE group, exist concurrently as an individual within a larger 

societal group, who hold and incorporate alternative techno-social experiences and practices. Hence, 

the literature often seeks to answer questions associated with a specific location in cyberspace where 

FRE occurs; investigate the relationship between offline and online experiences and its varying 

degrees of influence upon the corresponding domain; or account for the rapid development of 

internet-technology, and how such developments offer FREs a means to construct social bonds and 

intimidate or execute violence.  

In 1965, Mancur Olson in his classic book, ‘Logic of Collective Action’, articulated that ‘unless 

there is coercion or some other special device to make individuals act in their common interest, 

rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group’s interests’ (Olson, 

1965; 2). Unless Olson (1965) foretold the emergence of portable internet technology and the extent 

to which it would influence future social movements when he suggested, ‘or some other special 

device’, this seminal text’s thesis has been proven false in the face of new technologies. With the use 

of internet technology, social movement members participating both in isolation and collectively, 

rationalise their action to advance their own self-interest and the collective’s common interest 

without the need of direct coercion.  

Ever since the internet provided individual users with the capacity for instant, mass-socialisation 

there has been a profusion of FRE material and discourse (Etchingham, 2000; Scrivens, et al, 2018). 

The significance of social networking technology for FRE and terrorism is reflected in the 

proliferation of literature to address the intersection. For instance, Michael Whine (1999) and 

Thomas Holt (2012) align on the communicative and organisational properties cyberspace provides 

for extremists and terrorists, such as ‘interconnectivity; anonymity; cheapness; power enhancement; 

[and] new audiences’ (Whine, 1999; 231). Whine (1999) observed that the internet, as a means to 

socialisation and community, may allow for some male far-right members to satisfy their urge for 

human connection. What Whine (1999) may of noticed is the early adoption and adaption of the 

internet for popular FRE webpages, such as ‘Stormfront’4 (see Etchingham, 2000). Regardless, in 

2008, Williem De Koster and Dick Houtman (2008) published a journal aptly titled, ‘Stormfront Is 

 
4 ‘Stormfront’ is a long-standing webpage that hosts FRE forums. Among certain extremist scholars, it is considered a central hub for FRE online 

(Scrivens, 2017).  
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Like a Second Home to Me’. The publication addressed the recommendations of past and future 

literature (Whine, 1999; Bowman-Grieve, 2009; Holt, 2012; Scrivens, 2017; Scrivens, et al., 2018b), 

by establishing a positive relationship between an offline stimulus (stigmatisation) and its impact on 

the FRE online community (greater reliance on virtual community) (Koster & Hourtman, 2008). In 

2009, Bowman-Grieve (2009; 1005) stressed that the virtual network is not limited or without 

connection to the physical reality, especially for far-right users ‘who contribute regularly and with 

purpose within the online communities they have helped to create and forge within cyberspace’. This 

steered future publications toward the role of the internet in the process of extremism and facilitation 

of far-right terrorism (Hale, 2012; Edwards & Gribbon, 2013; Gill et al, 2015; 2017).  

Paul Gill and colleagues (2015; 2017) comprehensively covered many aspects of this academic 

debate by empirically clarifying whether violent extremism is internet-dependent, or only facilitated 

by the internet. Using a unique data set of 223 convicted United Kingdom-based terrorists, Gill, et al 

(2015; 2017) revealed that violent extremists came in contact with extremist content in their pursuit 

of similar materials (Gill et al, 2015; 2017). Therefore, the internet’s role in an individual’s 

progression towards violent extremism is as a facilitator of pre-existing motivations, rather than a 

dependent variable in a person’s choice to become extremist and execute violence (Gill et al, 2015; 

Brown & Cowls, 2015; Gill et al, 2017).  

With the online-offline investigation taking pause to absorb Gill and colleagues’ (2015; 2017) 

empirical findings, academic attention again narrowed in on the ways that far-right movements 

construct social networks online. Perry and Scrivens’ (2016c; 1) used social movement theory as a 

theoretical lens to view the internet as a space in which ‘participants are actively and discursively 

constructing collective identities’ for themselves (Back, 2002; Bowman-Grieve, 2009). The online-

offline investigation was re-animated with Scrivens’ (2017) dissertation that advanced the inquiry by 

correlating the emergence of the LGBTQ movement in Canada from 2001-2016, with a 

corresponding impact on the online conversation and posting behaviours resident on Stormfront. 

Anastasia Powell and colleagues (2018) agree with Scrivens’ (2017; 129) findings by stating ‘that 

there is very little difference between the networks of hate producing face-to-face hate and those 

producing hate on digital media services…In digital society, networked hate is the result of 

technosocial co-production’. Scrivens (2017) and Powell, et al. (2018) recommend future research 

explores the various components of far-right identity within domestic and international movements; 

how it is manifested online; and how the technosocial network influences violent extremist 

behaviour offline.   
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Congruent with Scrivens’ (2017) and Powell, et al. (2018), Peucker, et al. (2018) highlight the same 

sex marriage vote in Australia (Sept - Nov 2017) as an offline event that centred in discussions 

among far-right groups online. Although localised to the Australian state of Victoria, Peucker, et al. 

(2018; 3) analysis of the ‘various facets of the social connectedness and online and offline 

mobilisation activism of a range of far-right groups in Victoria’, produced 12 socially mobilising 

themes significant to the groups. From here, they recommend future research be directed, among 

others, towards the connection and cooperation between Australian ‘ideological support networks, 

and [the] international influence on tropes and strategies deployed’ by FRE groups and movements 

(Peucker, et al., 2018; 8).  

Internet-technology now plays a significant role in supporting far-right violent extremists towards 

connecting and cooperating with their ideological support networks and mobilising themes. For 

instance, in 2019, Brenton Tarrant employed a techno-social strategy to synchronise an international 

ideological support network with his acts of terror using internet-technology. As a terrorist attack 

designed to be appreciated online, Hutchinson (2019a; 21) observes that this techno-social 

‘connection cultivated a sense of propinquity between offline actors and online viewers’, which 

propelled ‘perceptions of the assailant as acting on behalf of the far-right online community’. 

However, although the internet is used culture a sense of ‘togetherness’ and spread extremist content 

(Back, et al., 1998; Daniels, 2009; Neiwert, 2017), Aaron Winter (2019) reminds the field of online 

extremism that such extremists have not always been proficient with internet technology. Winter 

(2019; 39) suggests that, aside from Stormfront, the far-right’s facilitation of the internet to 

disseminate extremist material and discourse was ‘exaggerated’ and ‘did not harness or exploit this 

new technology quickly, effectively or widely’ during the 1990s and early 2000s. FREs progressed 

in their capacity to harness internet-technology to support the movement.  

This growing corpus of literature reflects the commensurate migration of FRE groups and 

movements onto these technologies. Additionally, the growth in academic understanding indicates 

the commensurate amount of information available to online researchers, on how FRE groups and 

individuals engage with, operate within and network across the internet and using social media.  

 

Conclusion 

There has been a rapid growth in academic research into the FRE in Australia and Canada, its use of 

the internet to mobilise populations, and to a lesser degree in cross-national comparisons between the 

two countries. Further research is required however, as academic understanding in these areas is 
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fundamentally reactive and often lays behind unexpected and emerging incidents of far-right violent 

extremism and terrorism. Within the limitations of this chapter, this literature review has provided a 

thematic-temporal representation of each area of research and academic debates that remain 

unanswered or unaddressed.  

In response to this identified research gap, this thesis will comprehensively examine the similarities 

and differences in online activity and thematic content between Australian and Canadian movements. 

In this way, this research will add insight to the literature regarding FRE ideology online and the 

thematic mapping of Australian and Canadian FRE on Facebook. Additionally, this research will 

advance the use of cross-national comparative analyses on FRE ideologies online, thematic content 

and social media platform-based affordances for future studies. Accordingly, this thesis attempts to, 

in part, bridge this gap in the literature and test the existing assumptions revolving its academic 

boundaries.  
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Chapter Three - Theoretical Framework: Social Mobilisation Theory 
 

Introduction 

FREs use internet-technologies as an avenue to circulate mobilising themes and issues between 

members in their online social network. Exactly which mobilising themes or issues will motivate 

FRE groups to mobilise online, can be difficult to ascertain or predict. A comprehensive survey of 

the online activity and thematic content contained within FRE online social networks is necessary to 

identify emergent themes and issues. However, aside from surveying and comparing the activity and 

content of FRE groups, a conceptual understanding of how and why Australian and Canadian FRE 

groups may mobilise is required.  

This chapter offers a conceptual framework to interpret the online activity and thematic content of 

Australian and Canadian FRE groups through the use of SMT. To achieve this aim, SMT is 

described; the use, utility and function of mobilising themes in FRE movements are identified; and 

the process of online social mobilisation by FRE explained. In addition, the academic considerations 

necessary to employ this conceptual framework for this thesis and future research are highlighted. 

The methodology employed to select groups and extract the relevant data necessary to apply this 

conceptual framework will be elucidated in the following chapter.  

 

Social Mobilisation Theory  

A social movement is a group of individuals ‘who engage in political or social action on the basis of 

shared identities or interests’ (Scrivens, 2017; 6). A social movement’s aim is often composed of 

many smaller political or social objectives, that depend on the collective action of individual 

members. Social movements must subsequently leverage the collective mobilisation of individuals in 

unison towards those objectives in order to achieve its aim. This exercise of collective force by social 

movements is what is referred to as social mobilisation. One theoretical paradigm through which to 

chart and understand this social phenomena is SMT.  

SMT focuses on the individual’s relationship with their own psycho-social needs and that of the 

wider social network within the movement. SMT provides a set of principles that influence a large 

number of individuals to perform behaviours that impose a net cost on each individual, yet, 

facilitates a substantial benefit to a large group of individuals who mobilise in unison. At the 

individual level, social mobilisation can be characterised by: (1) humanity’s ‘fundamental need to 

belong or feel socially connected to others…and maintain social connectedness’ (Rogers, et al., 
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2018; 359); and (2) an individual’s willingness to engage in these behaviours due to their moral-

emotional consideration for the movement and their social network (Montada & Schneider, 1989; 

Tracy, et al., 2007; Batson, et al., 2007; Rogers, et al., 2018).5 An individual’s social connectiveness 

and moral-emotional sensitivity to the movement forms a large proportion of their motivation for 

social mobilisation. Therefore, if these social-emotional motivators are present among the members 

of a social movement, social mobilisation is likely to occur. However, this does not exclude 

circumstantial, physical, technological and conceptual additions to an individual’s experience that 

can alter the nature of their commitment to social mobilisation.  

Studies which employ SMT perceive circumstantial, physical and conceptual additions to social 

movements as constructive for social mobilisation. Recent studies have illustrated the operational 

potential of certain behaviours and technologies within social movements, and how they can 

fundamentally alter the means by which that movement emerges and engages in collective action.6 

Circumstantial pressures upon movement members can be both fabricated and ideologically framed 

to be constructive for social mobilisation, such as in the case of the Christchurch shooter (O’ Malley, 

et al., 2019).7 Mobilising themes play a significant role in conceptually facilitating the social 

mobilisation of movement members. Fashioned from components of movement ideology, mobilising 

themes offer opportunity structures and directives for the social movement. As emergent prosperities 

of the social movement, mobilising themes are habitually adopted and form instructional 

relationships between individual members and the movement as whole. Indeed, extremist ideologies 

can and are being used as framing devices to mobilise Australian and Canadian FREs (Adamson, 

2005; Rydgren, 2007; Wright, 2009; Bennett & Segerberg, 2013; Caiani & Kröll, 2015; 2018; 

Peucker, et al., 2018; Scrivens, et al., 2018a; 2018b). Subsequently, further attention must be paid to 

certain aspects of mobilisation themes and instances where mobilisation themes were identified 

within FRE movements using SMT.  

Extremist ideologies and their emergent mobilising properties are not devoid of change or 

unsusceptible to being re-framed (Rydgren, 2005; 2005).8 This conception of a new far-right frame 

suggests that mobilisation themes can be concocted only in reference to ideology, rather than being 

 
5 Rogers et al. (2018; 340) continues to suggest such moral emotions ‘such as moral outrage or existential guilt [or] other focused emotions such as 

empathic anger … or self-conscious emotions such as pride and shame’ 
6 Refer to the previous chapter for descriptions related to the studies referenced here (Karina Garcia-Ruano, et al., 2013; Garcia-Ruano, 2013; Amandha 

Rohr Lopes, 2014; Vivian Dunu and Elizabeth Uzochukwu, 2015).  
7 President of the Australian far-right group Lads Society Tom Sewell, commented on Christchurch shooter Brenton Tarrant’s manifesto as a 

representation of ideologically framed circumstantial pressure: ‘If you read his manifesto it’s pretty clear that the guy felt there was no hope, that 
there was no solution other than war’ (O’Malley, et al., 2019).  

8 As highlighted in the previous chapter, Jens Rydgren (2005; 413) suggests that far-right parties across Europe and North America, in the wake of 
World War II, deliberately conceived and initiated ‘a process of cross-national diffusion, where embryonic extreme far-right groups and networks 
elsewhere adopted the new frame’. Rydgren (2005; 413) defined this new frame as a form of ‘ethnonationalist xenophobia based on the doctrine of 
ethnopluralism with anti-political establishment populism’. 
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entirely conceived from previous ideological frames. Newly acquired mobilising frames may be a 

deliberate attempt to innovate the ideology and assemble extremists to achieve movement aims. 

However, ideological themes must be contextualised to suit the local socio-cultural conditions of 

each movement, and be afforded by various political opportunities structures to be successfully 

adopted into a local social movement (Rydgren, 2005; 2007). Subsequent analyses of localised far-

right movements is required to measure the presence and posture of its adoption. Accordingly, recent 

studies on the Australian9 and Canadian10 FRE online communities and movements have 

demonstrated the success of utilising SMT to interpret the online activity and content of FRE 

movements.  

 

SMT and Social Movement Theory 

While the exercise of social mobilisation is encompassed within the operation of social movements, 

SMT and Social Movement Theory draw meaning from alternative analytical viewpoints. Generally, 

Social Movement Theory is applied in broader characterisations of social groupings who utilise 

shared identity or interests to achieve a social or political outcome. However, Social Movement 

Theory requires further clarification on how and why individuals provisionally evolve from idle 

members to actively participating in public action. On the other hand, SMT is a theoretical model 

that explores individual experiences relative the broader movement, to explain the act of mass 

mobilisation of unaffiliated individuals in social synchrony, to achieve a social or political outcome 

(Tremblay, et al., 2017). This is not to suggest that social movement and mobilisation theories are 

theoretically incompatible. The two are not theoretically exclusive, nor should they remain mutually 

exclusive in future studies on the mobilisation of social movements (Tremblay, et al., 2017).11 

 
9 Within Australia, Peucker et. al (2018; 3) drew on 41,831 social media posts across 12 far-right groups, and a series of ethnographic interviews and 

interactions during far-right rallies in Victoria. Using SMT, they attributed the social mobilisation of far-right groups in Victoria to various 
‘Mobilisation Themes’. Peucker et al. (2018; 5) identified the following mobilising themes: ‘patriotism and nationalism…anti-Islam or anti-
Muslim…crime and violence…government and politics…race and whiteness…left-wing opposition…immigration; gender and 
sexuality…Christianity; Anzac and Military…Jews and anti-Semitism [and] multiculturalism’. Within each of the mobilisation themes identified 
there existed multiple secondary-frames which compose the overarching theme. During online discussions which exhibited the mobilisation theme 
‘Islam and Muslims’, Peucker et. al. (2018; 5) found the following secondary-frames were used to express this mobilisation theme: ‘Linking Muslims 
to terrorism and crime…Incompatibility and inferiority of Muslims…Trojan horse allegations…Christianity and secularism…Silencing critical and 
preferential treatment of Muslims’. 

10 Within Canada, Ryan Scrivens, Garth Davies and Richard Frank (2018a), using a sentiment-based analysis, adapted theoretical criminal career 
measures and semi-parametric group-based modelling, to conduct a temporal analysis of online posting behaviour in the FRE website sub-forum 
‘Stormfront – Canada’. Consisting of 124,058 posts made by 7,014 authors between 2001 and 2016, the authors examined posts in reference to, or 
specifically targeting, Semitic, African American and Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender and Queer identities. By statistically surveying and 
comparing the online posting behaviours and identities targeted by users over time, Scrivens et. al. (2018a; 8) found that it ‘revealed no significant 
association; there was no statistically significant correlation between authors’ radical posting behaviour about Jews versus Blacks versus 
LGBTQs…This suggests that users’ radical posting behaviour was unique or specific to the topics of discussion during their posting careers.’ 

11 For instance, Marie-Claude Tremblay et. al (2017) refined social movement and mobilisation theories to construct a novel framework of key 
mechanisms that explain the mobilisation of individuals in solidarity.11 Tremblay’s et. al (2017) conceptual framework is applied to multiple 
analytical viewpoints, once sequestered by one or another social theory. For example, Tremblay et al. (2017; 333) suggested the following integrated 
points of focus between SMT and Social Movement Theory: ‘the pivotal role of the partnership [between social agents;]… resources and 
opportunities [to supplement a working partnership between individuals;]…the importance of framing processes; and a tight alignment between the 
cause…the collective action strategy, and the systems changes targeted’. 
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However, as SMT seeks to understand the individual’s decision to mobilise, relative to other 

individuals within the movement, it is necessary to understand an individuals’ cost-benefit analysis 

for deciding to participate.   

The greater the social mobilisation the greater the accumulative benefit is for each individual and for 

the movement as a whole. Rogers et al. (2018; 357-358) considers social mobilisation an ‘effort to 

marshal many people to perform behaviours that impose a net cost on each individual who complies 

and provides negligible collective benefit unless performed by a large number of individuals.’ This 

notion suggests that individuals are more likely to engage in social mobilisation if others within the 

movement also engage in social mobilisation. As members within the movement decide to mobilise, 

this not only overcomes the anxiety of the ‘first-mover problem’ among the movement population, 

but alters the cost-benefit analysis increasingly toward benefit-orientated outcomes for any additional 

member who mobilises. Benefit-orientated outcomes to partaking in social mobilisation is inherently 

tied to the individual’s intention to secure their position within the social network (Rogers et al., 

2018). Subsequently, social networks play a significant role in facilitating the membership of 

individuals into the social movement and the social mobilisation of movement members.   

This is not to argue that social mobilisation is based entirely on the social momentum of individuals 

who decide to mobilise, or that individuals are intrinsically predisposed to act in defence of their 

place within a social network at any cost, or that attitudinal persuasion and inter-personal compliance 

is only necessary to mobilise individuals. An individual’s cost-benefit analysis of participating in 

public protestations against a social or political issue is influenced by a multiplicity of competing 

psychosociological variables unable to be captured in a single observation. In an increasingly 

interconnected society, placing yourself outside conventional behavioural norms to address an issue, 

which is most likely considered innocuous or controversial by the societal majority, is initially cost-

heavy to the individual regardless of the proportion of additional participants.12 Individuals negotiate 

the cost-benefit balance of participating in social mobilisation by weighing the conditions that 

characterise their participation. 

 

Gaps in the Theory  

SMT is maladapted to account for violent extremists and their disproportionate influence on the 

movement. SMT is largely acknowledged as an empirically supportive lens in multi-method analyses 

 
12 For example, in 2017, following the ‘Unite the Right’ rally in Charlottesville, United States, a number of individuals were photographed participating 

in the rally and subsequently used to represent the mobilisation of the white supremacist movement. Although there was a sizeable crowd standing 
side-by-side with the individuals photographed, the majority of those individuals suffered social and occupational costs for being identified as 
ancillary members of the movement (Simon, 2017). 
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of FRE movements (Poynting & Perry, 2007; Peucker, et al., 2018). FRE movements feature the 

social-emotional prerequisites and opportunity structures required to mobilise individual extremists. 

However, according to certain interpretations of SMT, FREs are excluded from the analytical scope 

of the theory as they can be considered to ‘have disproportionate influence over collective outcomes 

or make a disproportionate sacrifice’ (Rogers et al., 2018; 359). This condition of SMT leaves FRE 

movements outside its theoretical capacity to interpret violent extremist behaviour as a form of social 

mobilisation.  

Executing an act of violent extremism against a targeted identity can be characterised as making a 

disproportionate sacrifice to achieve social movement objectives. One of the objectives of the FRE 

movement in Australia and Canada is to rid the national landscape of certain targeted identities. 

Attracting the attention of constabulary forces, the violent extremist will likely endure physical and 

judicial consequences, unproportionable to other members of the movement. Alongside its political 

leadership, the violent extremist is likely to be esteemed by the movement which subsequently offers 

influence in favour of certain behaviours disproportionate to other members. Behaviours such as 

enacting another, similarly structured or designed act of far-right violent extremism. For instance, 

since 2011, there is not only an increased concentration of far-right terrorist attacks globally and 

each attacker is virtually connected to other through the dissemination of each other’s manifestos, 

but each attacker has taken reference and replicated attack methodologies from their predecessors 

(Cai & Landon, 2019). And although attempts to execute attacks are thwarted by national authorities 

in various countries, attempts to replicate technologically-supported, mass-causality, mass-shooter 

attacks with the assailant making reference to previous far-right terrorists continue to occur (Budryk, 

2019). Unwilling to include far-right terrorists, particularly lone-actors that are virtually connected to 

the movement, into the definition restricts the academic understanding of FRE movements using 

SMT. This restrictive definition is largely due to a narrowed sense of what constitutes commitment 

within online social movements, and a limited conception of the online environment in which 

movement members socialise and mobilise to achieve movement aims.  

Due to the social connectivity and chronicling of online user activity, the online environment is an 

ample location for social mobilisation with little commitment from each individual. This 

accommodates for regular expressions of commitment to the movement in physical isolation but in 

virtual accompaniment, and allows FRE movements to rely on the internet as a stable location for 

social connection and the cultivation of moral-emotional experiences in favour of social movement 

aims (Back, et al., 1998; Perry & Scrivens, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c). The online environment is not 

only a facilitator of social mobilisation offline but a location for social mobilisation to achieve 
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movement objectives specific to the online environment. In the online environment, efforts of online 

social mobilisation are hyper-observable by other movement members and casual spectators. To 

gesture their invocation of the movement, an individual user may only be required to like, follow and 

share content from a single online location. Within the domain of social media, the individual’s like, 

follow and sharing of content is recorded and affixed to their online identity, displayed for the 

remaining online community to witness. Social media’s hyper-sociality and logging of social 

commitment by each individual is an effective means of promoting compliance with movement 

norms, encouraging further conspicuous gestures, and holds the individual responsible and 

accountable to their online commitment. In addition, this tide of social influence advertises the 

commitment of others towards opportunities of social mobilisation. This personal and inter-personal 

awareness raises the probability of collective action in favour of movement-interest, and suggests the 

likelihood that online mobilisation is influenced by self-benefiting behaviours such as reputation, 

recognition and belonging. This interpretation of the online environment supports the use of SMT to 

conceptually interpret the online activity and  thematic content portrayed by the Australian and 

Canadian FRE movements on Facebook.  

 

Conclusion 

SMT is an effective theoretical framework for interpreting the online activity and behaviour of 

Australian and Canadian FRE movements on Facebook. Internet technology facilitates the 

construction of movement-orientated virtual communities and cultivates moral-emotional-social ties 

between users. SMT focuses on the inter-subjective relationship between movement members and 

their instructive relationship with movement objectives. Adapted to the online environment, SMT 

provides conceptual insight to the online activity and behaviour of FRE movements on social media. 

Accordingly, this thesis adopts SMT to interpret the online activity and thematic content of the 

Australian and Canadian FRE movement on Facebook. In this cross-national comparative analysis, 

SMT will draw meaning from the linguistic of administrators and symbolic content of users, and in 

doing so, identify which thematic content is most likely to mobilise Australian and Canadian users 

operating in the movement on Facebook.  
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Chapter Four - Methodology: A Computational Analysis of Far-Right 

Extremism on Facebook 
 

Introduction 

Internet technology has become an extension of social life and of social science research. Internet 

technology can influence the socio-cultural and political landscape, and subsequently, has become a 

place for social movements that would otherwise be unable to operate or socially reproduce at the 

same scale outside the internet. Social movements that are integrated with the internet can conceive 

of sub-cultures that exist primarily within internet applications like social media. Since FRE groups 

have adopted and utilised social media to re-produce their sub-culture online, violent extremism 

researchers have recorded, observed and analysed online FRE using computational methods.  

This chapter outlines this thesis’ chosen research design and online research methodology. To 

achieve this aim, it is necessary to illustrate the evolution of the ‘new-far-right’ movement; highlight 

how Facebook is an avenue for online research into FRE; detail the research design and methodology 

employed to conduct the analysis; characterise the data used for analysis; detail the ethical 

considerations necessary to conduct the research; and outline limitations associated with this thesis’ 

methodology and data analysis. This online research methodology seeks to provide an exploratory 

framework for future cross-national comparative studies seeking to identify the content identity and 

online behaviour of extremist movements on social media. Using this methodology, the online 

activity and thematic content portrayed within and between the Australian and Canadian FRE 

movements will be presented in the following chapter ‘Data Analysis’.  

 

The ‘New-Right’ Movement 

FRE behaviour and identity is in a constant state of evolution. In Australia and Canada, FRE 

ideology and online behaviour is adapting to changes in the international and national context 

respectively. Some FRE groups have developed new characteristics and behaviour, distinct from 

older styles, to survive in a changing socio-political environment. The FRE groups examined in this 

study consist of both older and newer groups from Australia and Canada. However, newly formed 

groups make up a greater proportion of those examined in this thesis, because they are characterised, 

in part, by their presence on and proficiency with social media. A revision of what the ‘new-right’ is 

and what is responsible for this distinct characterisation of being ‘new-right’, is hence necessary. 
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Also, further explanation is required to differentiate what a ‘newer’ and an ‘older’ group is in this 

context.  

Newer groups are behaviourally distinct from older groups is some key ways. Newer groups exhibit 

one or a number of behavioural traits such as: adaptations in ideology to meet national expectations 

of multiculturalism and professionalism; an acute awareness of how to interact and project 

information online to construct and preserve a virtual profile; increased diplomatic behaviour 

between group leaders and members; execute violent extremist behaviour during collective 

demonstrations when deemed appropriate by group decision; employ technical methods of executing 

violence informed by internet technology; attempts to distance themselves from brands of racism, 

Neo-Nazism and thug-like hostility; and their prolific use and proficiency with social media 

technology to communicate and coordinate with domestic and international constituencies (Dean, et 

al., 2016; Australian Associated Press, 2017; 2019; Hill, 2017; Hutchinson, 2018a; 2018b; Westcott, 

et al., 2019; Hutchinson, 2019b).13 Newly formed groups are understood in contrast to those of older 

groups, who are associated with behavioural traits such as: poor diplomatic or linguistical skills 

during offline events and online public discourse; little to no social media presence; socio-cultural 

and ideological rigidity; and poor internet literacy (Dean, et al., 2016; Hutchinson, 2018a; 2018b; 

2019b).14 

 

Facebook 

Facebook was chosen as the source of this thesis’ data because Facebook is a large-scale, 

mainstream platform that hosts FRE and allowed researchers to access data. Facebook’s immense 

virtual network is made of individual users who collectively produce overwhelming amounts of 

researchable data (Wilson, et al., 2012; Vitak, 2019). Although Facebook was ‘the primary social 

media platform for the dissemination of exclusionary, often anti-Islam messages’ (Peucker et al., 

2018; 7), Facebook has made efforts to remove FRE groups and individuals from the site in response 

to political pressure following the Christchurch attack in New Zealand (Lamoureux, et al., 2019; 

Mason, 2019). Unless removed by the platform, Facebook remains a popular location for Australian 

and Canadian FRE groups who collectively produce significant amounts of researchable data. 

 
13 Examples of newer groups within the Australian and Canadian contexts include ‘The United Patriots Front’, ‘True Blue Crew’ and ‘Reclaim 

Australia’, and ‘Soldiers of Odin’, ‘Canadian Nationalist Front’ and ‘Canadian Patriots’. Examples of older groups that exist within both the 
Australian and Canadian context include ‘Combat 18’, ‘Blood & Honour’ and ‘Women for Aryan Unity’. It is these behavioural distinctions that has 
afforded newly formed groups the nomenclature of ‘the new-right movement’. 

14 It must be highlighted that several trends within the broader far-right online community has occurred in recent years. For instance, ‘new’ groups have 
largely migrated from major social media platforms, such as Facebook, onto smaller social media platforms, such as Gab (Nouri & Watkin, 2018). 
Additionally, newer groups may maintain multiple social media accounts across multiple social media platforms and most importantly, some groups 
have moved offline in order to create ‘real world’ cells. 
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Additionally, Facebook was chosen as access to its data was available at the time of data collection. 

Following data collection, Facebook restricted data availability to researchers and academics for 

private research publications.  

 

Research Methodology  

In this thesis the corpus of data has been stratified into two meaningful layers of data for analysis. 

Each Facebook account in the corpus was coded based on whether they self-identified as being either 

an Australian or Canadian FRE group. This compiled two data sets representing either the Australian 

and Canadian movement respectively. This hierarchical coding system was used to assort each 

Facebook group page into a subsequent movement-orientated data set for analysis (Figure. 1). Once 

compiled, computational methods were then necessary to conduct the large-scale analyses on 

multiple corpuses of researchable data. 

 

Figure. 1 illustrates the hierarchical coding system used to assort Facebook group pages from the entire corpus of data into two data sets pertaining to 

either the Australian or Canadian movement.  

 

Computational Analysis 

A statistical analysis was conducted on the online activity and content presented by 30 Australian 

and 29 Canadian FRE Facebook accounts. Machine learning computational methodologies were 

used to conduct linear discriminant and natural language processing analyses, and statistically 

represent the online activity and content across both movements. This includes a range of 

quantitative analyses, such as lexical diversity analyses on various genres of words; word frequency 

analyses; identifying the earliest and latest post; and quantifying the sum total of participatory and 
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symbolic platform-based representations of gratification per data set. These computational processes 

numerically represented the most featured qualitative and symbolic content on FRE Facebook 

accounts within the data sets. This quantitative depiction of the qualitative content enabled a 

comparative analysis of the Australian and Canadian movements. Compared to manual methods, 

computational methods were chosen because of the analytical and economic benefits associated with 

analysing large corpuses of online data (Weber, 1984; Kelle, et al., 1995; Smith & Humphreys, 

2006; Waltz, 2010; Hand, 2019; Angus, 2019).  

 

Software Methods 

It is now commonplace for online researchers to use multiple software programs to organise, analyse 

and derive meaning from large corpuses of online content (Hand, 2019; Angus, 2019). Accordingly, 

this thesis used an assembly of computational software programs to collect, organise, visualise and 

analyse the data. Crowdtangle is a social media analysis tool owned by Facebook and will be used to 

collect the online content for analysis. Python is an advanced open source technology and was 

applied to provide ‘interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming’ on ‘language with dynamic 

semantics’ to organise and quantify all qualitative data during analysis (Python, 2019). Microsoft 

Word and Excel are forms of documentation software with broad mathematical and literary recording 

capabilities, which hosted the findings from data analysis, enabled the writing of the analysis and 

production of visual representations of the findings. Computational programs are essential to 

organise and catalogue coded online content during exploratory analyses of large online data sets.  

 

Theoretical Interpretation 

Any trends that are unexplained by the literature will be theoretically interpreted using the SMT. 

SMT is used to interpret the mobilisation of online users in reference to the findings from data 

analysis. This theoretical framework seeks to understand what is the most popular content within the 

Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook, and identify how online users behave and mobilise 

on Facebook with reference to certain mobilising themes.   

 

Data Selection  

This research draws from a data set of 59 FRE Facebook group page accounts, consisting of one set 

of 30 accounts who self-identified as Australian groups and 29 accounts as Canadian groups (Figure. 

2). Australian and Canadian groups were selected in reference to the literature and Facebook 
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accounts were selected based on certain platform-based criteria. Each Facebook account was 

included within the data set based on the following validating criteria:  

- the academic literature identified the social grouping as either an Australian or Canadian FRE 

group;  

- a group administrator established a Facebook ‘group page’ on the platform, rather than a ‘page’ 

or ‘group’ account15, which corresponded with the group’s identity including auxiliary accounts; 

and  

- the Facebook group page account featured linguistic content by the administrator and users had 

engaged with symbol of emotional expression in reference to administrator content at the point of 

data collection. 

 

Figure. 2 details the names of the Facebook accounts belonging to an Australian or Canadian FRE group in each movement identity data set. 

 

Auxiliary Accounts 

Select FRE groups are credited with multiple Facebook accounts. Auxiliary accounts allow groups to 

geo-locally represent themselves in multiple locations, and provides online research multiple 

 
15 During data selection, a distinction was made between ‘groups’, ‘group pages’ and ‘pages’. Facebook ‘groups’ are considered closed social spaces 

within the social media site that require administrative permission to enter and interact with other members. ‘Group pages’ are considered open 
online social spaces that represent a social grouping, existing either online or offline, that does not require administrative permission to access. 
‘Pages’ are open online social spaces that do not self-identify as group or require administrative permission to access. Group pages allow groups to 
create multiple auxiliary accounts dedicated to the same group identity, and feature as popular sites among FRE groups in the Australian and 
Canadian movement, relative to Facebook ‘groups’ and ‘pages’ (Johnson, 2018; Richards, 2018).   
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Facebook accounts representing the same group identity. Although several Facebook accounts are 

patented by a single group identity, each respective group page was submitted as an individual data 

point during the curation of data. These Facebook accounts are often styled as ‘chapters’, ‘charters’, 

‘clubs’ or ‘fronts’ and representative of the same group identity in a specific geo-location, such as a 

city, town or region. Auxiliary accounts make up for 23 of the 59 accounts within the data set, with 

an asymmetric distribution between Australia (15) and Canada (8).  

 

Time Frame of Analysis 

This thesis’ analysed over eight years of online activity between 2011 and 2019 belonging to the 

Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook. This study drew from the linguistic content 

produced by each Facebook account administrator for the duration of the accounts’ existence, and 

the symbolic reactions from online users for the duration of their engagement with the account until 

the data was collected for analysis. Although each Facebook account was established at alternating 

time periods and the data was collected for analysis on the 1st and the 3rd February 2019, the earliest 

recorded post collected for analysis was posted on 11th February 2011.  

 

Ethical Considerations  

Conduction research on social media raises ethical concerns about the surveillance of user content, 

sensitivity of user identity and information, and the safety of both the user and researcher (Vitak, 

2019). Subsequently, social media research is directed by a set of guidelines to support ethical 

research outcomes. Although there is an abundance of ethical guidelines proscribed within the 

literature, there is no single standardised set of ethical ‘rules’ for conducting online research 

(Buchanan, 2011; Beninger, et al., 2014). However, in the absence of an international standardisation 

and consideration for the country in which the research was conducted, Australian ethical standards 

instead offers a spectrum of rules and best practices for this thesis (Buchanan, 2011; National Health 

and Medicine Research Council, et al., 2018). For instance, in accordance with the Australian 

National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research, when conducting research using social 

media data, this research sought to reduce identifiability and additional consequential risks related to 

data storage, data governance, and user anonymity to retain confidentiality of user identity and 

information when handling and analysing the data (National Health and Medicine Research Council, 

et al., 2018; McCay-Peet & Quan-Hasse, 2019).  
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Extremist Content: Safety for Users and Authors  

It is not always clear why individuals become a member or participate in FRE online communities. 

Individuals, incognito using fictional user names, can espouse extremely violent, derogatory 

language in extremist online spaces. However, the publication of research findings can correlate 

fictional user names with personal social media accounts, and vice versa. Publicly exposing an 

association between an individual and FRE online, may incur threats of violence or socio-economic 

duress for the individual and author (Beninger, et al., 2014; National Health and Medicine Research 

Council, et al., 2018). For example, if a user was to be publicly identified participating in FRE 

discourse on Facebook, particularly within the context of professional environment, they may incur 

severe financial and social costs, such as work place segregation or termination of their employment. 

In addition, the author may incur similar consequences for ethical malpractice or receive threats of 

violence from the individual in disposition. Accordingly, this study will only represent group-

orientated findings so as to keep the identification of user names anonymous. Retaining 

confidentiality is critical to maintaining safety for the users and author, particularly given the lack of 

informed consent involved in social media studies.  

 

Informed consent 

Attaining informed consent from thousands of social media users is an impractical proposition for 

online research (Wilkinson & Thelwall, 2010; ESOMAR, 2011b). Social media ‘researchers should 

be especially considerate of the data they’re collecting from Facebook users … from at-risk 

populations [and] when there is not an explicit consent process in place’ (Vitak, 2019; 635). 

However, certain conditions of Facebook’s data may dispensate online researchers from attaining 

informed consent from Facebook users. Facebook’s data is unfettered by either password or 

administrative-orientated barriers and is, therefore, able to be used without the need for informed 

consent from each individual online user (Thelwall, 2010; ESOMAR, 2011a; ICC/ESOMAR, 2016). 

To supplement the absence of informed consent, alternative strategies to maintain Facebook user 

anonymity is required. For instance, this study deindividuated users during data collection; de-

emphasised the individuality of users by representing only group-orientated findings; minimised the 

number of variables collected for each individual; and separated the roles of those responsible for 

management of identifiers and those responsible for analysing content (National Health and 

Medicine Research Council, et al., 2018). A lack of informed consent does not act as a limitation on 

this study due to the accessibility of Facebook’s data and provision of alternatives to retain the 

anonymity of Facebook users.  
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Limitations 

Diversity of Content for Analysis 

Analysing comments from users and ideological content contained within photos and videos fell 

outside the scope of the research. Visual images and iconographic interpretations were excluded 

from data collection. This is not to say that visual images and iconographic meaning is insignificant 

in observing FRE online. Emerging online research highlights the necessity to conduct iconographic 

examinations alongside linguistic analyses for an in-depth intertextual understanding of extremism 

online (Watkin, 2018). However, this thesis will analyse the online activity and thematic content 

presented linguistically by administrators and in symbolic, platform-based representations of 

gratification by users who operated within Australian and Canadian accounts. Future research should 

include additional linguistic content born of online user engagement, such as user comments, and 

focus on the intertextuality of photos and videos that feature across and between extremist 

movements.  

 

Single Platform Study 

Facebook is not the only platform that hosts FRE. Withholding platform-based opprobriums, 

extremists hold multiple accounts across multiple social media platforms due to the interconnectivity 

of online social networks (Nouri & Watkin, 2018). This research recognises that those Australian 

and Canadian group selected for analysis, may maintain social media accounts on alterative 

platforms. The results of this research only represent a sub-section of FRE across the social media 

landscape. Future research should consider cross-platform analyses to assess the distribution of FRE 

across the social media landscape. However, it must be noted that the majority of these Facebook 

accounts have been de-activated or removed from the platform by Facebook’s administration.  

 

Sample Representation 

A sample of social media users is not representative of an entire social movement (Haight, et al., 

2014; Fuchs, 2014). Social media ‘only provides a narrow view of our social world, as not all social 

groups are equally represented’ (McCay-Peet & Quan-Haase, 2019; 14). Additionally, due to the 

determining criteria for data selection, not all FRE groups within the Australian or Canadian 

movement are represented within the corpus of data. Surveys of each movement found a select 

number of groups without a Facebook account or existing with a Facebook ‘group’ or ‘page’. These 
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groups were found to be typically racial superiority groups, such as ‘Blood & Honour’ and ‘Women 

for Aryan Unity’ in Australia, ‘Volksfront’ and ‘Combat 18’ in Canada (Dean, et al., 2016). Certain 

groups may purposely remain clandestine to maintain a defensive posture in order to avoid any 

consequence of being conspicuous online (Dean, et al., 2016). Although these groups may remain 

active offline, without meeting the determining criteria of this study they were excluded from data 

selection. 

 

A Qualitative Deep Dive  

This methodology seeks to elucidate the statistical significance of the online activity and content 

contained with Australian and Canadian FRE groups on Facebook. What lies outside the scope of 

this thesis is a comprehensive assessment of the meaning and context of the qualitative content 

within each Facebook account. As this thesis represents only a portion of the quantitative data, future 

research will qualitatively analyse the linguistic and socio-historical context in which online users 

engaged with the platform. Future qualitative analyses of both linguistic and visual representations of 

ideology will provide a clearer understanding of the intertextuality on Australian and Canadian FRE 

Facebook accounts.    

 

Conclusion 

Internet technology has become a valuable extension of social life and social science research. As a 

popular application of internet technology, social media facilitates individual users to participate in 

social movements and subsequently produces large quantities of researchable data. As social media 

platforms like Facebook remain a popular location for extremist social movements and groups to 

discursively express ideology, dynamic research methods directed at understanding online extremism 

will remain relevant. Supported by a hierarchical coding system, this thesis used computational 

methodologies to analyse each meaningful layer of movement-orientated data. This research design 

and methodology is designed to explore the commonalities and differences in the online activity and 

thematic content within and between each movement. This research methodology seeks to provide 

an exploratory framework for future cross-national comparative studies seeking to identify the 

content identity and online behaviour of extremist movements on social media.  
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Chapter Five - Data Analysis: Statistical and Thematic Analysis of 

Australian and Canadian Far-Right Extremism on Facebook 
 

Introduction  

This thesis employed a range of computational analyses to numerically represent the most frequented 

qualitative content, and the most selected platform-based symbols of emotional gratification in the 

Australian and Canadian FRE movement. Computational analyses consist of machine learning 

methods to conduct linear discriminant and natural language processing analyses. Findings from 

these computational analyses were visually represented, and then analysed for their statistical and 

thematic significance. Analysis of the data revelled similarities and differences in the online 

behaviour, thematic content and symbolic gestures of participatory and emotional gratification 

within and between the Australian and Canadian movements. The theoretical significance of these 

computational findings will be explored in the following chapter titled ‘Discussion’.  

 

Time Series Graph of Online Activity 

FRE communities on Facebook have increasingly generated a large amount of online activity and 

content on social media. Since the Australian and Canadian movements successfully harnessed the 

technology, they have continued to organise, reference, emotionally react and produce content. 

Registering the fluctuations in content production by FRE administrators is an important indicator of 

online activity within each movement. This thesis employed a time series graph to illustrate the 

online activity of the Australian and Canadian Movement from when they first became established 

on Facebook (2011) until the data was collected for analysis (2019) (Figure. 1).  
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Figure. 1 illustrates the online activity of the Australian and Canadian FRE movements on Facebook over time by measuring the frequency of posts 

created by the administrators of each Facebook group page within each movement. 

Figure. 1 highlights the increasing online activity produced by the Australian and Canadian 

movement administrators over time. Compared to the Australian movement, the Canadian movement 

produced more posts from 2011 – 2019 (+10.5%). Given the disparity in population size between 

Australia and Canada (+48.3%), a 10.5% difference in post-production may be considered a narrow 

margin (Worldometers, 2019; 2019). The symmetric trend in post-production suggests that each 

movement reacted to certain events in synchrony. Although each movement reacted to various 

events interpedently, the Canadian movement produced content on Facebook at similar times and 

similar quantitative trends as the Australian movement.16  

 

Online User Participation  

The manner in which Facebook users participate on social media provides insight into how the 

online community reacts to the administrator’s content. In order to gauge the nature and degree of 

participation, a statistical analysis was employed to measure the frequency of platform-based 

symbolic gestures of gratification (Figure. 3). Platform-based representations of gratification are 

considered to be any linguistics or symbolic gesture initiated by an online user in reaction to the 

Facebook account or the content posted on the account. This thesis measured the frequency of the 

 
16 Although it was beyond the scope of the Master of Research program, the next stage of this research was to correlate spikes of online activity with a 

timeline of ideologically significant offline events in Australia, Canada and internationally. It was reasoned that spikes of online activity that 
correlate with offline events would be qualitatively assessed to identify whether the content produced is in reaction to the specific offline events. 
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following platform-based representations of gratification respectively: ‘likes’; ‘shares’; ‘comments’; 

and ‘post views’. This statistical analysis represents the nature and degree of online user engagement 

within the Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook (Figure. 2).17  

 

Figure. 2 details the comparative sum total of likes, comments, shares and views within the two datasets. 

In contrast to the Canadian movement, the Australian Facebook users participated more so using 

likes (+21.4%). However, Facebook users within the Canadian movement shared content as a form 

of online engagement far more than Facebook users within the Australian movement (+178.3%). The 

Australian movement utilised the comment feature (+17.8%) and viewed content (+64.9%) at a 

higher rate relative to Facebook users within the Canadian movement.  

 

 

Figure. 3 represents the selection of symbols of emotional expression available to Facebook users in relation to a post or 

comment.  

 
17 Although it was beyond the scope of the Master of Research program, the next stage of this research was to conduct a critical discourse analysis on a 

sample of posts contained within each Facebook account. 
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Symbolic Gestures of Emotional Gratification  

While likes, shares and comments were available for Facebook users to engage with since February, 

2009, Facebook only introduced symbolic gestures of emotional gratification as an additional feature 

for online user engagement in February 2016. Since then, symbolic gestures, such as ‘loves’; 

‘wows’; ‘laughs’; ‘angrys’; and ‘sads’ (Figure. 3), allow users to symbolically express emotional 

sentiment in reaction to a specific post or comment and have become a popular feature on the 

platform. In contrast to linguistic expressions contained within comments, symbolic gestures of 

emotional gratification may have been introduced as an economical alternative for Facebook users to 

encourage engagement with posts or comments. However, unlike the comment feature, symbolic 

gestures do not capture the nuance of an online user’s thoughts or feelings in relation to a specific 

post or comment, only how a user choses to express their emotional reaction using a limited set of 

symbols. This thesis’ statistical analysis of symbolic gestures of emotional gratification only 

represents the symbolic representation of emotional sentiment from a fraction of active users, and 

only in a crude and as yet untheorized manner. 

 

Figure. 4 
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Figure. 5 

Figures. 4-5 represent the percentage proportion of symbolic emotional expressions from Facebook 

users within the two datasets. Facebook users within the Australian (63.99%) and Canadian 

(54.53%) movement symbolically express anger as the dominant emotional gesture. Although 

Facebook users within the Australian movement express anger at a greater percentage rate (+9.46%), 

Facebook users within the Canadian movement express sadness (+29.3%), laughter (+49%) and 

surprise (+39.7) at a greater percentage rate than the Australian movement. Facebook users within 

the Australian movement are more likely to express love (+15.5%) proportionally than Canadian 

Facebook users, and thankfulness remains consistently at a low percentage across both movements.  

 

Word Frequency Analysis 

A word frequency analysis was employed to measure the statistical significance of the most 

mentioned words within the data sets. A word frequency analysis assigns a numerical value to each 

word within the corpus according to its frequency of mention. Word frequency analyses allow 

researchers to gauge the popularity of certain ideas by quantifying the most frequently used words 

within each social media account. Within the context of an extremist social media account, certain 

words signal to certain ideological issues, ideas or contextual details relevant to the movement. The 

more a word is repeatedly mentioned by a community of online users, the greater the likelihood that 

the word is a significant ideological feature of that online movement. Accordingly, this thesis 
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employed a word frequency analysis to register the most frequented words as indicators of 

mobilisation within the Australian and Canadian movements on Facebook. This thesis’ word 

frequency analysis is applied to both the administrator’s and the online user’s engagement with the 

Facebook account. 

 

Figure. 6 

 

Figure. 7 

Figures. 6-7 illustrates the 30 most frequently referenced words within the two datasets. Congruent 

across both movements are references to city centre locations where Islamic-related terrorist attacks 

occurred (‘sydney’, ‘toronto’) and references to Islam and Muslims (‘islamic’, ‘muslim’). However, 

given the popularity of words like ‘muslim’, ‘police’ and ‘attack’ in the Australian movement, it is 
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observed that the Australian movement use more aggressive, anti-Islamic and militant language. The 

Australian movement’s tendency towards aggressive or violent language comparative to other 

movements has been observed within the literature (Johnson, 2018). In contrast to the Australian 

movement, the Canadian movement mentioned words such as ‘trudeau’, ‘government’ and ‘minister’ 

at a higher frequency then aggressive words like ‘attack’, which is absent from the most frequented 

word list.  

 

Figure. 8 
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Figure. 9 

A word frequency analysis of national references was conducted within and between the Australian 

and Canadian movements (Figures. 8-9). Within the Australian movement, references to Canada 

were calculated and compared with the number of references to Australia within the Canadian 

movement on Facebook. Each reference was included in the analysis if it featured a spelling or 

phrase variation of either ‘Australia’, ‘Canada’, ‘Hanson’, ‘Trudeau’, or featured within a URL 

weblink containing ‘Australia’ or ‘Canada’.  

Although Australia (1791) and Canada (1314) are mutually referenced within the constituent 

movement, Australia is referenced within the Canadian movement at a higher frequency (+36.6%) 

and with greater variation (16 different variations) than Canada is referenced within the Australian 

Movement (11 difference variations). Within the Canadian movement, Australia and Canada are 

referenced within the same URL weblink on 11 occasions, while the Australian movement does not 

contain any weblink or semantic association which includes Australia and Canada. Each movement 

leverages the constituent movement or nation’s circumstance to mobilise their own Facebook users. 

However, Canada employs Australia as a mobilising theme at a greater frequency and with a wider 

range of references than Australia employs Canada as a mobilising theme.  
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Lexical Dispersion Plots 

The concentration of certain words were analysed using a Lexical Diversity Analysis and represented 

in a Lexical Dispersion Plot (LDP). In the LDPs, each strike along the word offset axis signals that a 

specific word is mentioned within the corpus of data. Built upon previously collected words by 

Peucker et al. (2018), a dictionary of words was employed to measure the frequency of thematic 

words over time. Although the dictionary does not capture every unique identifier or extreme 

identifier, it was constructed to achieve a broad overview of the popularity of certain thematic 

identifiers. A dictionary of extreme identifiers provides analytical insight into the popularity of 

alternative lexicons within extremist online communities. However, the creation of an extreme 

identifiers dictionary was outside the scope of the Master of Research program. Dictionaries 

involving extreme identifiers are semantically sensitive and require informed adjustments to capture 

all possible spelling arrangements. Accordingly, a generalised dictionary was selected to gain an 

analytical foundation of which themes occur most frequently over time. Future research should 

employ an alternative dictionary consisting of unique and extreme identifiers, so as to conduct a 

Lexical Dispersion Analysis on the Australian and Canadian movement across multiple social media 

platforms.  

 

Government and Politics 
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Figure. 10 illustrates the mention of words related to government and politics within the Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook. 
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Within the Australian movement, ‘government’, ‘parliament’, ‘council’, ‘policy’ and ‘Pauline’ 

‘Hanson’ are mentioned consistently. Similar to the Canadian movement, ‘government’, 

‘parliament’, ‘council’, ‘policy’ and ‘Justin’ ‘Trudeau’ feature most consistently. Although the 

Australian movement references Canadian politicians intermittently, there exists a slightly higher 

concentration of references to liberal politicians such as ‘Justin’ ‘Trudeau’ and Iqra ‘Khalid’. While 

the Canadian movement references Australian politicians to a comparatively lesser extent, the 

Canadian movement mentions Australian far-right politician ‘Pauline’ ‘Hanson’ in higher 

concentrations. Aside from Australia and Canada, the United States President ‘Donald’ ‘Trump’ is 

referenced in higher concentrations in the Canadian movement than the Australian.  

 

Islam 
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Figure. 11 illustrates the concentration of words related to Islam within the Australian and Canadian movements on Facebook. 

Within the Australian movement, ‘Muslim’, ‘Islam’, ‘sharia’, ‘isis’, ‘mosque’, ‘hijab’ and ‘jihad’ 

feature relatively consistently throughout the movement’s existence. Similarly within the Canadian 

movement, ‘Muslim’, ‘Islam’, ‘sharia’, ‘isis’, ‘mosque’, ‘hijab’, ‘jihad’ and ‘niqab’ are mentioned 

most frequently over time. Although the Australian movement references ‘akbar’, ‘caliphate’, 

‘islamisation’, ‘Mohammad’ and ‘Mecca’ relatively frequently over time, the Canadian movement 

makes these mentions to a lesser extent. Across the Australian and Canadian movement, ‘Islamic 

state’, ‘Middle East’ and ‘imem’ are absent from mention. This absence may be a consequence of 

misspelling or an unknown variation of phrasing that was not captured by the Lexical Diversity 

Analysis.  

 

National Identity 
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Figure. 12 represents the concentration of words referenced within the Australian and Canadian movement related to national identity. 

Within the Australian and Canadian movement, ‘nation’, ‘country’, ‘people’, ‘flag’, ‘immigration’, 

‘military’ and multiculturalism’ are mentioned reliably over time. The Australian movement 
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references ‘anzac’, ‘military’, ‘multiculturalism’, ‘soldiers’, ‘patriots’, ‘patriotic’ and ‘anthem’ in a 

greater concentrations than the Canadian. In reference to the constituent movement, the Canadian 

movement mentions ‘Australia’ in greater concentrations comparative to references of ‘Canada’ 

within the Australian movement.  

 

Racial References  
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Figure. 13 illustrates the frequency of racial references within the Australian and Canadian movement over time.  

Within the Australian and Canadian movement, ‘white’, ‘European’, ‘immigration’, ‘American’, 

‘Australia’, ‘Canadian’ and ‘race’ is concentrated consistently throughout the movement’s existence. 

However, compared to the Canadian movement, ‘Asian’, ‘African’ and ‘invasion’ are referenced at 

higher rates of mention within the Australian movement. While the Canadian movement features 

phrases such as ‘blacks’, ‘hispanic’ and ‘superior’ more so than the Australian movement.  

 

Sexuality and Gender 
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Figure. 14 shows the concentration of words related to sexuality and gender within the Australian and Canadian movements 

Within the Australian and Canadian movements, words such as ‘gender’, ‘sex’, ‘sexual’ are 

concentrated consistently over time, while ‘marriage’, ‘feminist’ and ‘gay’ are referenced to a lesser 
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extent in both movements. Issues revolving homosexuality (‘homosexual’, ‘queer’, ‘lesbian’) and 

‘paedophilia’ feature at a higher rate of concentration within the Australian movement. However, 

issues revolving the LGBTQ community (‘lgbtq’, ‘trans’) and those perceived to be in support of the 

LGBTQ community (‘feminist’) feature more concentratedly and more consistently within the 

Canadian movement.  

 

Violence and the Law  
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Figure. 15 illustrates the concentration of words related to violence, the judiciary system and constabulary forces found within the Australian and 

Canadian movements on Facebook. 

Words such as ‘criminal’, ‘police’, ‘jail’, ‘prison’, ‘violence’ and ‘shoot’ are mentioned frequently 

and consistently throughout both movements. Within the Australian movement, words such as 

‘gang’, ‘courts’, ‘victims’, ‘robbery’, ‘sentencing’, ‘parole’ and ‘punch’ are intermittently more 

concentrated. While words such as ‘punishment’, ‘shooting’, ‘prison’ and ‘jail’ are intermittently 

more concentrated within the Canadian movement when compared to the Australian movement. City 

centres where an instance of far-right violence has occurred within Australia (Cronulla) and Canada 

(Toronto) are referenced within the Australian movement. However, the Canadian movement does 

not mention ‘Cronulla’ throughout the movement’s existence on Facebook. This absence may be a 

consequence of misspelling or an unknown variation of phrasing that was not captured by the 

Lexical Diversity Analysis. 

 

Christianity and Religion  
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Figure. 16 illustrates the frequency of mention of words representing Christianity and religion within the Australian and Canadian movements 

Although the Australian and Canadian movements reference each word in comparatively similar 

concentrations, there exists subtle differences in the consistency in which certain words are 
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mentioned over time. For instance, words such as ‘Jesus’, ‘Bible’, ‘Christ’ and ‘cross’ are references 

more consistently within the Canadian movement, while words like ‘saviour’ and ‘Christian’ are 

more consistently mentioned within the Australian movement.  
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Chapter Six - Discussion 
 

Introduction  

The Australian and Canadian movements mobilise followers on Facebook using ideological content 

related to movement objectives. Administrators harness the affordances of Facebook to post 

ideological content for online viewers, while viewers symbolically portray emotional expression in 

response to posted content. Data analysis of the 59 Facebook accounts revelled the frequency in 

which qualitative content and symbols of emotional expression featured in each movement. In 

reference to these findings, SMT was employed to identify the mobilising themes within each 

movement; how each mobilising theme offers instructional directives on how to achieve group or 

movement objectives; how symbolic representations of emotional expression are used by Facebook 

users as a form of online social mobilisation; and in what ways do platform-based affordances 

influence and mobilise users of online communities on social media. This and the following chapter 

recapitulate the findings and their significance within the broader literature, and offer 

recommendations on how to better understand and respond to online extremism on social media.  

 

Social Acceptance and Online Social Mobilisation 

The Australian and Canadian movements are situated within their own socio-historic and political 

contexts. These contexts characterise both the social movement and the society in which the 

movement resides. As social movements develop and evolve over time in reference to the wider 

context in which they operate, this also influences how individuals within the movement behave 

relative to the wider context (Hacking, 2000; McPherson, et al., 2001; Murphy, 2001). For instance, 

the context could dictate whether a society largely accepts or acknowledges a particular social 

movement’s ideology, behaviour or objectives. If a society is less accepting of certain ideas or 

behaviour associated with a social movement, members of the social movement may reflexively 

express their commitment to those ideas and values in response. If a society is more accepting of 

ideas or behaviour associated with a social movement, movement members may feel that it is 

unnecessary to explicitly demonstrate their commitment. Far-right movements in Australia and 

Canada are self-framed as social justice or cultural preservation movements, and subsequently, seek 

to stand outside the norms of conventional society to defend the movement from perceived threats. 

However, the level of acceptance within each national context can reinforce or release movement 

members from the need to demonstrate their commitment to movement objectives. Within the 
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context of social media, this may be the difference in an online user using active or passive forms of 

online engagement with movement-related content.  

On Facebook, members of a social movement can engage in passive forms of acknowledgement 

(viewing content) and active forms of engagement (symbols of participatory and emotional 

gratification18). Subsequently, the proportion of active and passive forms of engagement by users on 

Facebook, may provide an indication of whether the movement’s ideology and objectives are more 

or less socially accepted within the movement’s resident national context. For instance, each 

administrator post on Facebook offers an opportunity for online users to symbolically represent their 

gratification or emotional reaction in response to the content. If an online user chose to engage the 

content, this was taken into account as an active form of online engagement, an active demonstration 

of an individual’s level of commitment to movement objectives, and a form of social mobilisation on 

Facebook. 

Over the entirety of the Australian and Canadian movement’s active existence on Facebook, 

instances of passive and active online engagement were compared for analysis. Findings from the 

data analysis reveal that users of the Canadian movement actively engaged content on Facebook at a 

higher rate compared to users of the Australian movement (+43%). This may be because 

administrators operating within the Canadian movement produced more posts over time than 

administrators within the Australian movement (+10.5%). However, relative to the disparity in 

population size between Australia and Canada (+48.3%), users within the Australian movement 

favoured passive forms of online engagement at a significantly higher rate compared to the Canadian 

movement (+64.9%) (Worldometers, 2019; 2019). This suggests that the Australian movement is 

situated in a socio-political context that is more accepting of movement’s ideology and objectives. 

Conversely, these findings suggest that the Canadian movement is situated in a socio-political 

context which provides greater resistance to the movement ideology and objectives. This contextual 

resistance may have generated disproportionate instances of active online engagement to overcome 

the adversity necessary to attain movement objectives.  

This is not to say that Australian society accepts extremist ideology and behaviour or that societal 

adversity is the only measure or force which informs members of FRE movements to participate in 

social mobilisation on social media. However, in the face of societal adversity, a pseudo-social-

 
18 Symbols of emotional expression refers to the emoticon feature of Facebook which allows online users to express their emotion symbolically. 

Facebook allows users to expression themselves emotionally using the following symbols: love, wow, laugh, sad, angry and thankful. It must be 
highlighted that if a symbol of gratification (likes, shares and comments) are activated by a Facebook user that activity is recorded in reference to 
their personal Facebook identity. However, if activated, symbols of emotional expression are not affixed to the user’s Facebook identity when 
applied to a piece of content. 
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justice movement may be required to mobilise its members to quell advances of social correction and 

attain ideological objectives. In the absence of societal adversity, movement members may feel that 

the socio-political context is unresistant to or perceivably sanguine with certain movement 

objectives, and subsequently, the necessity to participate in social mobilisation radically decreases. 

Therefore, if the Canadian movement has both produced more content and users are more actively 

engaged with the content on Facebook compared to the Australian movement, this suggests that the 

Australian movement exists in a more socio-politically supportive context.  

 

Symbolic Emotional Mobilisation 

Social movements emotionally motivate members to mobilise toward movement objectives on social 

media. Administrators of social media accounts publicise issues, topics and contextual details 

pertinent to the movement’s ideology and objectives. Sympathetic viewers of this content are likely 

to experience a pulse of emotion and even emotionally invest in the idea or instruction depicted by 

the content. Ideological content can stimulate emotion and entice users to symbolically express their 

emotion using the symbols available on social media. Facebook features platform-based symbols of 

emotional gratification so users can engage a post using a limited selection of symbolic emotional 

expressions, to demonstrate their commitment to movement-objectives. 

Conceptual interpretations of social mobilisation on social media must take into account the symbols 

of emotional expression engaged by populations of social movement followers. Symbols of 

emotional gratification offer a metric to understand the online behaviour of social movement users 

on social media. This is significant as SMT assumes that social mobilisation is largely motivated by 

rational, intellectually stimulating content which instructs the observers relationship to the movement 

and its objectives. This assumption does not capture the potential for symbols of emotional 

expression to influence an individual’s engagement in social mobilisation, and offer instructional 

directives to movement members. However, symbols of emotional expression allow users to signal 

their commitment and provides an avenue to participate in social mobilisation on social media.  

The Australian and Canadian movement engage in social mobilisation on Facebook using symbols of 

emotional gratification. The majority of Facebook users within the Australian (63.99%) and 

Canadian (54.53%) movement utilise the anger symbol disproportionate to other symbols of 

emotional expression. However, the Canadian movement is more inclined to symbolically express 

feelings of humour (+49%) sadness (+29.3%) and surprise (+39.7%) compared to users of the 

Australian movement. This suggests that the Australian movement is more likely to engage in social 
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mobilisation using a narrower set of emotional symbols, compared to the Canadian movement’s 

utilisation of a wider range of symbols.  

The disproportionate use of certain symbols may gesture how users engage in social mobilisation 

and offer behavioural directives to constituent users. For example, the Australian and Canadian FRE 

movement considers the eradication of all Muslims a movement-wide objective. Movement 

administrators portray their intentions to achieve this objective by posting anti-Islamic-related 

content. In response, the online community of users reacts to the majority of anti-Islamic-related 

content using the anger symbol more so than any other symbol of emotional expression. This 

generates a movement-wide consensus that members of this movement use the anger symbol in 

reference to Islam’s presence in Australia or Canada. A visiting user observes that anti-Islamic-

related content overwhelming receives the anger symbol, and signals that is it appropriate to react 

using the anger symbol when they encounter posts depicting Islam in Australia or Canada. This 

association establishes the anger symbol as a mnemonic cue for users to apply it to future encounters 

with anti-Islamic-related content. This example illustrates how symbols of emotional expression on 

Facebook can be utilised as an avenue for social mobilisation, and how it continues to offer 

behavioural directives to users within the Australian and Canadian movements on Facebook. Future 

research should consider the use of platform-based emojis to measure instances and aspects of social 

mobilisation on social media by extremist groups and movements.  

 

Symbols of Emotional Expression and Predictions of Emotional Sentiment 

A caveat is required to couch these findings and inform future analyses investigating emotional 

symbols (emojis, emoticons etc.) and online social movements. Human emotions are fleeting and 

flurried by an individual’s moment-to-moment interpretation of reality. Symbols of emotion on 

Facebook are neither an accurate representation of an online user’s emotion, or accurately captures 

the nuance of human emotion using a limited set of symbols. Any symbolic representation of an 

online user’s emotion on Facebook is composed of numeral experiences which pre-conditioned their 

injunction with the content and following intention to use a symbol of emotion. The content 

portrayed on Facebook evokes multiple emotional impressions relative to the observer, which cannot 

be explained or predicted through the symbols available. Further, Facebook’s limited set of symbols 

may constrict a user’s capacity to express emotion on the platform and others may misinterpret their 

‘emotional’ reaction in reference to the content. Considering these limitations, findings related to 

symbols of emotional expression are not intended to predict the emotional sentiment of online users 

within the Australian or Canadian movement on Facebook. However, these findings do revel an 
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innovative method for future research into expressions of online emotion using emojis, platform-

based affordances related to user emotional expression and online behaviour on social media. These 

findings are intended to compliment future research investigating the online behavioural and 

psychological trends of extremist movements on social media, and how platform-based affordances 

and algorithms effect extremist online communities. 

 

The Constituent Movement as a Mobilising Theme 

The Australian and Canadian movements on Facebook exhibit numerous mobilising themes, some of 

which are captured in their most frequently mentioned words. For instance, the Australian movement 

features words like ‘Muslim’, ‘police’ and ‘attack’ most frequently. This suggests that the Australian 

movement employs violent solutions, anti-Islamic issues and militant attitudes to mobilise users on 

Facebook. Unlike the Australian movement, the Canadian movement personally references 

politicians such as the Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who occupies the second most 

mentioned word in the movement. This suggests that Justin Trudeau is a significant mobilising 

theme for the Canadian movement on Facebook. However, among other mobilising themes 

employed, the Australian and Canadian national circumstance are mutually employed as a mobilising 

theme for the constituent movement.  

The Canadian movement harnesses Australia as a mobilising theme more so than the Australian 

movement employs Canada. Australia is referenced (1791) within the Canadian movement at a 

higher frequency (+36.6%) and with greater variation (16 different variations) than Canada is 

referenced (1314) within the Australian Movement (11 difference variations). This is not to say that 

the Australian or Canadian movement references Australia or Canada exclusively.19 However, 

compared to the Australian movement, the Canadian movement disproportionately leverages 

references to Australia to mobilise movement members on Facebook.  

Australia and Canada are mutually mobilising themes for each movement due to their contextual 

similarities and complimentary features. Each nation hosts a resident movement, who, through using 

internet technology, is aware of the constituent movement and their experiences with similar 

grievances and comparable socio-historical circumstance. This awareness of the other’s similarities 

allows each movement to employ the constituent movement as a mobilising theme. For instance, 

Australia and Canada share social, cultural, political, and economic similarities; they share similar 

 
19 For instance, the Australian movement referenced ‘syria’ (3948), ‘europe’ (3642) and ‘china’ (3417) among the most reference international 

nationalities. While the Canadian movement mentioned ‘europe’ (4608), ‘america’ (3627) and ‘france’ (2655) among the most mentioned 
international nationalities. 
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histories of colonialism and post-colonial ethnocentrism; they both embarked on multi-decade 

campaigns to establish multiculturalism into the national social and political framework using similar 

legislation; they expressed political aspirations and experienced political resistance to non-Anglo-

European immigration and the LGBTQ community; and have witnessed a growth in online 

extremism and instances of far-right terrorism related to the resident movement. Each point of 

similarity provides an avenue for convergence and offers directives for social mobilisation. These 

points of convergence offer instructional directives that are applicable to each movement and their 

coexisting objectives. This suggests that while local concerns remain disguisable components of each 

movement, their constituents’ national circumstance is becoming increasingly applicable as a 

mobilising theme.  

 

Lexical Diversity Analysis  

The Lexical Diversity Analysis was guided by a dictionary of words which consists of unique 

identifiers. This dictionary of unique identifiers are comprised of multiple far-right mobilising 

themes, such as government and politics; Islam; national identity; racial references; sexuality and 

gender; violence and the law; and Christianity and religion. The Lexical Diversity Analysis surveyed 

the Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook to test the frequency and concentration of these 

thematic associations over time. The greater the frequency of certain thematic associations, the 

greater the potential that those associations mobilise members of the online community. In 

conjunction with SMT, contextual information is offered to interpret thematic trends within each 

mobilising theme and within and between each movement.  

 

Government and Politics 

Certain politicians serve to mobilise the Australian and Canadian movements on Facebook. Although 

a number of politicians were referenced in each movement, the leader of the Australian One Nation 

political party Pauline Hanson was the most referenced politician within the Australian movement, 

and the Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau was the most referenced politician within the 

Canadian movement. Although Pauline Hanson identifies with a far-right political philosophy and 

exercises a strictly conservative attitude in favour of Australian far-right objectives, Justin Trudeau 

represents a liberal political philosophy and embraces social inclusivity and ethno-religious diversity 

against Canadian far-right objectives. This suggests that their mutual popularity within each 
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movement is a consequence of their political disposition relative to each movement’s ideology and 

objectives.  

Although Hanson and Trudeau hold polarising positions in relation to each other’s political 

philosophy, personal attitudes and policy recommendations, they attracted the largest proportion of 

attention from each movement on Facebook. This suggests that the Australian movement is drawn to 

mobilise on Facebook in reference to domestic politicians who favour movement-wide objectives. 

While the Canadian movement is more likely to mobilise on Facebook against domestic politicians 

who threaten movement-wide objectives. In reference to the constituent movement’s political 

context, Trudeau was mentioned in higher concentrations within the Australian movement than 

Hanson was referenced within the Canadian movement. This suggests that an international political 

figure who threatens movement-wide objectives is more likely to mobilise the Australian movement 

on Facebook. Contrary to this trend, the United States’ President Donald Trump featured as the most 

referenced international political figure in both movements. This discrepancy in the popularity of 

political figures is likely the consequence of each politician’s political philosophy, their portrayal 

within the national and international media, and their proximity and capacity to influence the 

movement.    

  

Islam 

Islam is a prominent mobilising theme for both the Australian and Canadian movement. This is 

because FRE groups in Australia and Canada consider Islam to be in partnership with contemporary 

terrorist organisations and a threat to their national identity and culture (Perry & Scrivens, 2016a; 

2016c; Hutchinson, 2018a; 2019b). Branded as the ‘common enemy’ (Davey & Ebner, 2017), Islam 

was conceptually re-framed by far-right movements and media outlets in response to a number of 

domestic and international events.20 As a result, news commentaries, political commentators, internet 

interpretations, intelligence agencies, government and academic experts spoke to the threat of 

Islamic-related cultural influence and potential for mass-violence in Australia and Canada. These 

events supported extreme-right interpretations, propaganda and caricatures of Islam and terrorism in 

causal unison, and Islam as a lasting socio-cultural threat to Western liberal democracies (Anahita, 

2006; Rane, et al., 2010; Griffiths, 2014; Dunn, et al., 2015; Perry & Scrivens, 2016b; 2016c; Public 

 
20 The following are examples of such domestic and international events: the United States’ declaration to wage a global war on terror; the rise and fall 

of Islamic-inspired terrorist organisations such as Al Qaeda and the so-called Islamic State (IS); decentralised and personalised Islamic-related 
terrorist attacks in Australia and Canada (CBC News, 2014; Zammit, 2015; CNN Library, 2019); waves of immigration from Muslim majority 
countries; (ultra)-nationalist, populist attempts to prohibit Muslim immigration into the United States, Australia and Holland (Tait, 2017; Murphy, 
2017; Kingsley, 2018); intelligence agencies raised the terrorist threat level in Australia and Canada (Griffiths, 2014; Ljunggren, 2014); and negative 
mass-media interpretations of Islam (Rane, et al., 2010). 
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Safety Canada, 2018; Kanji, 2018). This collection of negative depictions has not only done much to 

facilitate Islam as a mobilising theme and the perception of Muslims as an existential threat to each 

nation, but provided directives related to the eradication of Muslims from the national landscape.  

 

National Identity 

The Australian and Canadian movements utilise thematic associations related to national identity. 

Congruent with the findings from the word frequency analyses, the Canadian movement mentions 

‘Australia’ in greater concentrations and with greater consistency over time, compared to references 

of ‘Canada’ within the Australian movement. However, the words ‘anzac’, ‘military’, 

‘multiculturalism’, ‘soldiers’, ‘patriots’, ‘patriotic’ and ‘anthem’ served as focal points for the 

Australian movement. Since the end of World War I, the Australian Government politically 

embellished a cultural narrative which depicted the Australian soldier gallantly fighting in poor 

conditions to preserve the freedoms of Australian society. Culturally celebrated as Australian and 

New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) day, Australians are periodically asked to prioritise their 

attention and appreciation for veterans and servicemen during ritualistic events at designated 

locations which feature symbols of the ANZAC tradition. This represents a significant cultural 

occasion for Australian nationalism, patriotism and the national identity. This is not to say that 

Canada is without a military-related cultural narrative, only that Australia’s long-standing cultural 

exhibitions related to the ANZAC and national identity may account for the popularity of certain 

thematic associations on Facebook.  

 

Racial References  

References to race are frequently referenced within the Australian and Canadian movements on 

Facebook. For the Australian movement, ‘Asian’, ‘African’ and ‘invasion’ were significant thematic 

cues for social mobilisation on Facebook over time. Observations of Australia’s history revels a 

cultural fear of foreign invasion by non-Anglo-European Australian identities which has existed 

since Federations in 1901 (Hirst, 2000; Campion, 2019a; 2019b). Since the 1980s, an increase in 

Asian and African migrants into Australia was followed by a rise in anti-Asian aggression and 

accusations of African criminality by the Australian movement during the 2000s (Peucker, et al., 

2018). These broad injunctions between non-Anglo-European races and the Australian movement, 

in-part, account for the popularity of certain thematic associations on Facebook. Words such as 

‘blacks’, ‘hispanic’ and ‘superior’ feature more concentrated and consistently over time in the 
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Canadian movement. The ethnographic distribution in North America and reactionary presence of 

organised racial superiority groups within Canada account, in-part, for the popularity of these 

thematic associations, such as the Klu Klux Klan’s establishment in Toronto from 1926 (Jewish 

Daily Bulletin, 1926; Ballingall, 2014). This disparity in popular reference between certain racial 

identities is drawn from the national context in which each movement is located. Subsequently, this 

has prompted administrators to post content and instruct behavioural directives related to the most 

relevant racial composition for each movement.  

The most frequently referenced thematic associations in each movement was the nationality in which 

the movement was residentially located (‘Australia’ or ‘Canada’). Although each movement 

references the nationality of the constituent movement, the domestic national identity of the 

movement serves as the most generative thematic association for social mobilisation. This finding 

highlights the ideological momentum that resident nationality provides the movement in efforts of 

online social mobilisation. Both movements strive to secure a cohesive, homogeneous population of 

Anglo-European Australian or Canadian citizens. The prioritisation of domestic nationality, even in 

reference to constituent nations or movements with similar ideological predispositions, suggests that 

domestic references to nationality or race generate social mobilisation more so than foreign or 

international references to race or nationality.  

 

Sexuality and Gender  

Issues and topics of sexuality and gender feature heavily in the Australian and Canadian movement 

on Facebook. Thematic associations related to homosexuality (‘homosexual’, ‘queer’, ‘lesbian’), 

negative associations with paedophilia (‘paedophilia’), LGBTQ community (‘lgbtq’, ‘trans’) and 

those perceived to be in support of such minority or identity groups (‘feminist’), are mobilising 

themes for the Australian and Canadian movements on Facebook. These thematic associations 

represent ideologically opposed identities and are identified as targeted identities for online users. 

Subsequently, offline events related to these topics have been shown to directly influence the online 

activity of FRE online communities in Australia and Canada. For instance, in 2017, Australia’s 

national same sex marriage debate and subsequent postal vote from September-November, resulted 

in a spike of online activity which orientated issues of homosexuality and paedophilia on Facebook 

(Peucker, et al., 2018). In Canada, the emergence of the LGBTQ movement from 2001-2016 had a 

corresponding influence on the online conversations and posting behaviours on Stormfront Canada 

(Scrivens, 2017). These findings advance inquiries into the online-offline dialectic within the 
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Australian and Canadian movement and highlight the mobilising potential of topics related to 

sexuality and gender in the Australian and Canadian movements.  

 

Violence and the Law  

While the Australian and Canadian movements largely share an interest in words related to violence 

and the judicial system, differences remain in their preference for methodologies of violence. For 

instance, the Australian movement referenced more physical and personal forms of violence, such as 

‘punching’ and ‘bashing’, while the Canadian movement referenced lethal forms of firearm violence, 

such as ‘shooting’ and ‘shoot’, in greater concentrations and with greater consistency over time. This 

not only sponsors divergent instructions related to either physical or firearm violence, but is likely to 

be reinforced by the socio-historical context with which the movement is resident.  

This variation is most likely associated with each population’s access to firearms and ammunition in 

recent decades. The 1996 Port Arthur mass-shooting in Tasmania, Australia, resulted in the 

Australian Government reforming national gun laws, restricting licensing and access to firearms, and 

applied stringent security regulations for the storage of firearms (National Museum of Australia, 

2019). Subsequently, there has been two occasions where Australian’s have used firearms to commit 

mass-shootings.  

This contrasts Canada’s recent history of firearms legislation and frequency of mass-shootings. From 

1996 – 2019, the Canadian Government altered firearm legislation in favour of less-stringent 

licencing, the procurement of long-gun rifles, and experienced at least 12 mass-shooting events, 

some of which involved the assailant using a long-gun rifle (Saminather, 2018; CTV News, 2018).21 

The historical and legislative context that regulated each population’s access to firearms and 

ammunition may, in part, account for the difference in popular reference to physical assault or 

firearm-use in the Australian and Canadian movement on Facebook.   

 

Christianity and Religion  

 
21 In February 2012, the Canadian Government removed the legislative requirement to register long-gun firearms (Bill C-19) (openparliament.ca, 

2012). In April 2015, the Canadian Government legislated into law the Common Sense Firearms Licensing Act (Bill C-42) which: reduced the 
requirement to administratively record the transportation of restricted firearms to the shooting range, gunsmiths or gun shows; removed the ban on a 
military-grade, semi/fully-automatic assault rifle (SG 550); permitted firearm owners six months of gun ownership after licence renewal is required; 
and automatically transitioned possession-only licence holders to possession and acquisition licence holders without any security or competence tests, 
which allowed previously possession-only licence holders to procure additional firearms and ammunition (openparliament.ca, 2015; Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police, 2015). 
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Christianity remains an important ideological feature of both movements. Findings from analysis 

suggests that each movement employs alternative thematic associations related to Christianity in 

varying concentrations and consistencies over time.22 These thematic associations function as 

mobilising themes for certain sub-sections of the movements. While Christian teachings may offer 

political directives and ideological guidance for certain Christian Identity-related groups, it is less 

motivating for groups whose ideological world-view is unrelated to celestial interpretations of 

reality. However, historical accounts of Christian conflicts in medieval Europe offer nostalgic 

imaginings and instructional directives to contemporary actors seeking to commit mimetic instances 

of violence against enemies of the movement.  

Historical accounts of inter-religious conflict involving Christianity have become motivational 

symbols for contemporary FREs. For example, in 1095, Pope Urban issued the first crusades to 

defend their religio-cultural territory of Jerusalem from their Muslim Turkish enemies. Referring to 

Muslim Turks as ‘an accursed race’, Pope Urban granted crusading Christians unprecedented use of 

their weapons in Jerusalem, free of divine moral guilt, to kill Muslims in defence of Christendom’s 

dominance over sites of cultural identity (Steffen, 2013). This historical account contains mythic 

tropes associated with the Crusades, such as the Christian knights as holy defenders of a civilisation 

from Muslim barbarity, and produces a war mongering effect which establishes a dichotomous meta-

narrative in favour of far-right ideological justifications for violence (Bloom, 1997; LeShan, 2002; 

Frankfurter, 2013; Tharoor, 2019). Historical accounts such as this are re-conceptualised and re-

animated by modern FREs to motivate themselves, or constituent members of the movement, to 

engage in social mobilisation or execute an act of terrorism. 

Christianity and its history of inter-religious conflict, both factual and mythical, offer motivating 

visions which inspire and instruct FREs in Australia and Canada to commit mimetic violence against 

opposing identity groups (Haleem, 2012; Juergensmeyer, 2013). For instance, in January 2017, 

Alexander Bissonnette targeted a mosque in Quebec, Canada, killing six and posting material on 

social media depicting medieval Christian conflicts with Muslims in the months prior (Koch, 2017; 

Perreaux, 2018). Additionally, in March 2019, Brenton Tarrant made similar references to medieval 

Christianity before executing a far-right terrorist attack on a mosque in Christchurch, New Zealand 

(Hutchinson, 2019a). Mobilising themes related to Christianity and religion provide both ideological 

motivation and instructional directives to execute mass-violence.  

 
22 The Lexical Dispersion Plot illustrates the following words as the most popular thematic associations related to Islam as a mobilising theme in the 

Australian and Canadian movement: ‘christian’ (3117), ‘jesus’ (519), ‘bible’ (210), and ‘christ’ (156) feature more consistently throughout the 
Canadian movement over time; while words like ‘christian’ (2619), ‘saviour’ (60), ‘jesus’ (264) and ‘bible’ (246) are intermittently concentrated in 
the Australian movement over time. 
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Findings 

Findings from the Lexical Diversity Analyses suggest that the Australian and Canadian movement 

respectively employ thematic associations within all of the mobilising themes surveyed on Facebook. 

However, preferences for certain thematic associations and mobilising themes, related to each 

movement’s national socio-historical context, belong to each movement. These findings are 

significant for future counter narrative efforts seeking to illuminate vulnerabilities within the far-

right ideological narrative. These findings highlight a distinction between meta-narratives and local 

concerns within and between national movements. This distinction provides counter narrative efforts 

with an ability to highlight the diversification of local concerns and lack of consistency between 

different movements. A diversity of opinion and lack of consistency may disenfranchise the far-right 

ideological narrative and dissuade otherwise potential sympathisers from the movement. Future 

counter violent extremism programs can employ these findings to problematize the far-right 

ideological framework active within Australia and Canada.  
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Chapter Seven - Conclusion 
 

Introduction  

As two nations who share similarities in social, cultural, political, and economic contexts, Australia 

and Canada host a range of FRE groups who use internet-technologies to represent their group 

identity on social media. Social media has enabled Australian and Canadian FREs unprecedented 

interconnectivity and the capacity to mobilise in favour of movement-wide objectives. Considering 

this, this research sought to address the gap in literature pertaining to the absence of comparative 

research on the Australian and Canadian movements, and identify the commonalities and differences 

in online activity, thematic content, and emoji-based forms of audience reaction between the two 

movements on Facebook. Findings revealed similarities and idiosyncratic trends between the 

movements on Facebook, which instructed recommendations regarding future research and 

approaches required to understand online communities and counter to online extremism.  

 

Gaps in the Literature 

Little academic literature has been devoted to cross-national comparative investigations into 

extremist online communities on social media. Scarcer still is literature focusing on the similarities 

and differences between the Australian and Canadian movements. At the time of this thesis’ writing, 

there exists no cross-national comparative analysis of the Australian and Canadian movements on 

social media, or publication elucidating how administrators and users of these online communities 

engage in social or symbolic emotional mobilisation on Facebook. This thesis addressed this gap by 

conducting cross-national comparative analyses on the online activity and thematic content featured 

in the Australian and Canadian FRE movements on Facebook.  

 

Objectives 

This thesis provided an exploratory framework for future cross-national comparative studies seeking 

to identify trends in online activity, thematic content identity and certain aspects of online behaviour 

by administrators and users within the Australian and Canadian FRE movements on Facebook. 

Accordingly, commonalities and differences were identified in online activity, thematic content, and 

emoji-based forms of audience reaction in the Australian and Canadian FRE movement on 

Facebook. In partnership with computational analyses, the findings were interpreted using SMT to 
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identify mobilising themes within the thematic content and symbols of emotional expression within 

and between the movements.  

 

Aims and Findings 

This thesis identified and analysed online activity, thematic content and symbols of participation and 

emotional expression. Through this exploratory cross-national comparative analysis, this research 

provided a thematic content identity of each movement and novel findings regarding dimensions of 

thematic and symbolic emotional mobilisation on Facebook. While the Australian and Canadian 

movement share striking similarities in their online activity, thematic content and use of symbolic 

emotional expression, differences in their online activity and idiosyncratic trends in thematic and 

symbolic mobilisation remain. For instance, it was found that the Canadian movement actively 

engaged content on Facebook at a higher rate compared to users of the Australian movement 

(+43%). However, users within the Australian movement favoured passive forms of online 

engagement at a substantially higher rate compared to the Canadian movement (+64.9%), which 

suggests that the Australian movement is situated in a socio-political context that is more accepting 

of movement’s ideology and objectives.  

 

Using SMT, contributive and contextual factors were identified that may have shaped the 

evolvement of each far-right ideological theme posted by administrators, and how these themes may 

instruct and mobilise individuals towards movement objectives. For instance, it was revealed that the 

Australian movement referenced more physical and personal forms of violence, such as ‘punching’ 

and ‘bashing’, while the Canadian movement referenced lethal forms of firearm violence, such as 

‘shooting’ and ‘shoot’, in greater concentrations and with greater consistency over time. This 

suggests that action-oriented mobilisation is effective across both movements, with preferences 

towards methods of violence differing due to the local socio-historic and legislative context. In 

reference to the constituent movement, Australia was referenced within the Canadian movement at a 

higher frequency (+36.6%) and with greater variation (16 different variations) than Canada is 

referenced within the Australian Movement (11 difference variations). This suggests that while local 

concerns and contexts remain disguisable components of each movement, their constituents’ national 

circumstance is becoming increasingly applicable as a mobilising theme. 
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Facebook affords and manipulates users to engage in online social mobilisation using online content 

and platform-based symbols of emotional expression. For instance, while followers of both 

movements majoritively use the anger symbol, the Canadian movement is more inclined to 

symbolically express feelings of humour (+49%) sadness (+29.3%) and surprise (+39.7%) compared 

to users of the Australian movement. This suggests that the Australian movement is more likely to 

engage in social mobilisation using a narrower set of emotional symbols, compared to the Canadian 

movement’s utilisation of a wider range of symbols.  

 

Recommendations 

These findings offer foundational research for future studies investigating mobilising themes on 

social media, and how social media facilitates extremist movements and users with avenues for 

social mobilisation and online extremism using platform-based affordances. These findings highlight 

a distinction between meta-narratives and local concerns within and between national movements. 

This distinction provides counter narrative efforts with an ability to highlight the diversification of 

local concerns and lack of consistency between different movements. Additionally, these findings 

compliment studies investigating the impact of Facebook algorithms on extremist perceptions of 

mobilising themes and use of symbolic emotional expressions. Future studies must consider the 

experiential implications of social media algorithms and echo-chamber-like environments which 

effect the psychology and social perceptions of its users. Considering this, a trans-disciplinary 

approach is necessary to gain a multi-lateral understanding of human behaviour and provide a more 

comprehensive understand of the species under inquiry - humanity. In reference to the findings 

illustrated here, this thesis recommends that future studies should employ a trans-disciplinary 

approach to better understand online communities and respond to online extremism. 
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